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Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) are widely implemented commercially 
available traction motors owing to their high torque production capability and wide operating 
speed range. However, to achieve significant electric vehicle (EV) global market infiltration in the 
coming years, the technological gaps in the technical targets of the traction motor must be 
addressed towards further improvement of driving range per charge of the vehicle and reduced 
motor weight and cost. Thus, this thesis focuses on the design and development of a novel high 
speed traction PMSM with improved torque density, maximized efficiency, reduced torque ripple 
and increased driving range suitable for both traction and integrated charging applications. 
First, the required performance targets are determined using a drive cycle based vehicle 
dynamic model, existing literature and roadmaps for future EVs. An unconventional fractional–
slot distributed winding configuration with a coil pitch of 2 is selected for analysis due to their 
short end–winding length, reduced winding losses and improved torque density. For the chosen 
baseline topology, a non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm based selection of optimal odd slot 
numbers is performed for higher torque production and reduced torque ripple. Further, for the 
selected odd slot–pole combination, a novel star–delta winding configuration is modeled and 
analyzed using winding function theory for higher torque density, reduced spatial harmonics, 
reduced torque ripple and machine losses. 
Thereafter, to analyze the motor performance with control and making critical decisions on 
inter–dependent design parameter variations for machine optimization, a parametric design 
approach using a novel coupled magnetic equivalent circuit model and thermal model 
incorporating current harmonics for fractional–slot wound PMSMs was developed and verified. 
The developed magnetic circuit model incorporates all machine non–linearities including effects 
vii 
 
of temperature and induced inverter harmonics as well as the space harmonics in the winding 
inductances of a fractional–slot winding configuration. Using the proposed model with a pareto 
ant colony optimization algorithm, an optimal rotor design is obtained to reduce the magnet 
utilization and obtain maximized torque density and extended operating range. 
Further, the developed machine structure is also analyzed and verified for integrated charging 
operation where the machine’s winding inductances are used as line inductors for charging the 
battery thereby eliminating the requirement of an on–board charger in the powertrain and hence 
resulting in reduced weight, cost and extended driving range. Finally, a scaled–down prototype of 
the proposed PMSM is developed and validated with experimental results in terms of machine 
inductances, torque ripple, torque–power–speed curves and efficiency maps over the operating 
speed range. Subsequently, understanding the capabilities and challenges of the developed scaled–
down prototype, a full–scale design with commercial traction level ratings, will be developed and 
analyzed using finite element analysis. Further recommendations for design improvement, future 
work and analysis will also be summarized towards the end of the dissertation.
viii 
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This chapter presents an overview of the current electric vehicle (EV) market including a 
background literature compilation on the state–of–the–art technology at the component level such 
as traction motors, drives and battery charging infrastructure which are the major areas of foci in 
this dissertation. Based on the study conducted, the opportunities and challenges associated with 
electrified transportation are identified and the global requirements of the traction motor were 
established towards addressing these key issues. Further, from the literature survey conducted on 
commercially available high–speed traction motors, the technical targets for the advancement of 
motor technology in terms of weight, cost, efficiency and driving range are defined. Section 1.4 
summarizes the objectives of the research and development conducted in this thesis towards 
mitigating the challenges associated with existing EV drivetrain components. Section 1.5 
highlights all the research contributions of this thesis towards achieving the set technical targets. 
Subsequently, Section 1.6 presents the dissertation layout encapsulating the research conducted. 
Further background literature corresponding to specific research topics presented in this 
dissertation is provided in the respective chapters. 
1.1. Electric Vehicle Market: Opportunities and Challenges 
With growing environmental awareness and depleting natural resources caused by internal 
combustion engines (ICEs), the global market for electric vehicles (EVs) has been rapidly 
increasing [1]. Over the last decade, substantial interest towards electrification has urged 
automotive manufactures around the world towards EV production contributing towards sales 
growth by almost 54% between 2016 and 2017 [2]. The global EV stock is growing exponentially 
and the projected market is over $270 billion by 2019 with almost 72% growth in 2020 as seen in 
Fig. 1.1 [3]. With promising future, automakers and researchers are constantly attempting to 
enhance the vehicle drivetrain at both system and component levels to accelerate the adoption of 
EVs. Various design solutions incorporating new structures and materials based on available 
technology have been developed to match the performance of a typical combustion engine vehicle. 
However, from comparisons across leading EV models, the cost difference between EV and ICE 
vehicles to this day is over $13,000 [4]. Furthermore, unlike gasoline vehicles, the expansion of 
the EV market is restricted due to the limited driving range per single charge of the battery. For 
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instance, as of 2018, only the Tesla Model S offers a range over 300 miles per single charge of the 
battery. While this could be addressed by improving the energy storage system density in the 
vehicle by using innovative materials, unlike gas stations, the number of charging stations 
available are very limited. Although the global number of charging stations is expected to reach 
26.38 million units by 2024, charging stations must be installed by public authorities, commercial  
 
Fig. 1.1. Projected market for electrified powertrain production. 
TABLE 1.1 
COMPARISON OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE EVS IN TERMS OF COST AND DRIVING RANGE 
Vehicle Range [km] Cost [$] 
Tesla Model S 555 99,315 
Chevy Bolt EV 383 33,745 
Tesla Model X 381 104,315 
Jaguar I–Pace 377 63,025 
Tesla Model 3 354 54,315 
Audi e–Tron 328 68,295 
Nissan Leaf 243 23,375 
Volkswagen e–Golf 201 25,290 
Hyundai Ioniq Electric 200 23,735 
Ford Focus Electric 185 29,120 
BMW i3 184 37,945 
Kia Soul EV 179 33,950 
Honda Clarity Electric 143 37,510 
Mercedes B–Class Electric Drive 143 50,650 
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enterprises and some major employers in order to stimulate the market for electric vehicles. Table 
1.1 summarizes the details of commercially available EVs in terms of cost and drive range [5], [6]. 
Thus, it can be seen that to capture share in this rapidly growing market, automotive industries 
and researchers across the world must address the following challenges: 
 Reducing the price and total cost of the vehicle: This can be addressed by reducing the 
material usage of the individual drivetrain components including the traction motor, inverter 
and battery storage. 
 Delivering increased performance and driving range: This can be perceived as a by–product 
of the aforementioned challenge as well. Reducing the overall drivetrain weight could 
increase the driving range. Also, innovative technologies or materials to improve the energy 
storage density could be a plausible solution. 
 Providing convenient and rapid charging infrastructure: With increasing consumer demand 
and shifting government policies, more charging infrastructures could be developed. 
In order to mitigate the aforementioned challenges, two main research targets are identified 
namely: to develop drivetrain components, specifically, a traction motor with reduced weight and 
cost and hence improve the charging capability and driving range of the EV. Thus, in the 
subsequent sections, comprehensive study on existing commercial traction motors and charging 
infrastructure will be presented and final research objectives will be highlighted. 
1.2. Review of Commercially Available High–Speed Traction Motors 
In a typical electric vehicle powertrain, the traction motor is the main component which 
decides the functionality and capability of the entire vehicle. The inverter ratings, battery 
utilization and the vehicle’s driving range are all determined based on the motor’s performance. 
Therefore, automakers and researchers are constantly working towards developing new and 
promising high–performance traction motors. However, the search for the best or optimized 
traction motor with economical, light–weight and highly efficient characteristics is still on–going. 
Further, with improved power electronics technology and high–end switching devices, the 
operating frequencies and hence the expected operating speed range of the traction motors are 
constantly increasing. On the other hand, with rocketing prices of rare–earth magnets, the research 
for cost–effective solutions and alternate rare–earth free designs is on–going. Therefore, in this 
section, based on existing commercial traction motors, the technical targets of the high–speed 
traction motor to be developed in this thesis will be established. 
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Commercially available EVs are dominantly driven by permanent magnet synchronous 
machines due to their high torque capability, increased speed range and better efficiency compared 
to their induction machine counterparts. Similar to ICE based vehicles, the traction motor must be 
capable of delivering high torques at low speeds during starting and up–hill drives, quick 
acceleration from stop to start, high power at high speeds during cruising and highway driving 
conditions. Further, the key performance factors of the motor include high efficiency, high 
temperature tolerant capacity, fault tolerance, high power and torque densities with compact size 
and weight, reliability, robustness and affordability. The desired traction motor characteristics over 
the entire speed range in order to satisfy all the vehicle driving conditions is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. 
In case of battery EVs, the typical DC bus voltage range varies from 100 – 800 V. In this thesis, 
similar to predominant North American automakers, a 400 V DC bus system is chosen for the 
traction motor. 
Table 1.2 compares various features of commercially used high–speed traction motors in 
terms of peak power and torque capabilities, maximum speed, motor weight and power and torque 
densities [7], [8]. All the traction motors indicated in the table are predominantly permanent 
magnet synchronous motors only. The motor weight includes the motor casing as well and it can 
be observed that a typical traction motor’s torque density lies between the 5 – 8 Nm/kg and the 
power density lies between 1 – 3 kW/kg. The maximum speed varies up to almost 15,000 rpm 
highlighting the wide drive range. Moreover, it is important to note that, with at least 10% weight 
reduction of the electric vehicle powertrain, a 5% increase in driving range is obtained which is a 
phenomenal advantage. On the other hand, developing such high volume motors to achieve the  
 































































2012 Leaf 80 280 10,400 56 1.4 5 
2011 Sonata 30 205 6,000 33 1.1 6.2 
2010 Prius 60 207 13,500 96 1.6 2.2 
2008 LS600h Lexus 110 300 10,230 275 2.5 1.1 
2007 Camry 79 270 14,000 134 1.7 2 
2004 Prius 50 400 6,000 55 1.1 7.3 
2016 BMW i3 125 250 11,400 42 3 6 
2012 Ford Focus EV 100 282 8,800 37 2.7 7.6 
Volvo C30 Electric 89 250 9,500 50 1.78 5 
Fiat 500e 83 202 12,800 32 2.59 6.3 
Mercedes SLS AMG 138 252 13,000 45 3.07 5.6 
Renault Fluence 70 227 11,000 36 1.94 6.3 
high speed and high power targets is not a very cost effective solution. Although the traction motor 
designs and performance characteristics have improved significantly with time, to achieve wider 
market outreach of 35% BEVs in 2040, the US Department of Energy (DOE) have set technical 
targets for 2020 traction motors as $8/kW with a power density of 1.6 kW/kg [9]. 
Thus, from the above study, the following macro level goals for the traction motor to be 
developed can be established: 
1. Reduced weight and cost of the traction motor 
2. Increased torque and power densities 
3. Extended driving range 
However, in order to set motor characteristic targets, a general understanding of high–speed motor 
operation is required. Figs. 1.3(a) and (b) illustrate two high–speed motors namely the Ford Focus 
EV and TM4 motors which were comprehensively tested and analyzed in the laboratory. The 
motors were both rated for a peak power of about 110 kW and a peak torque above 250 Nm. The 
maximum operating speeds of the Ford Focus motor and TM4 motor are 8,800 rpm and 10,250 
rpm respectively. It was observed that while the motors have reasonably high power densities, they 
suffer from high core and eddy current losses as expected in any high–speed motor. Due to the 







Fig. 1.3. Commercially available high–speed traction motors tested in the laboratory. (a) Ford Focus EV traction 
motor. (b) TM4 motor. 
to achieve high efficiencies. Also, because of the high–speed operation, the motors have high 
centrifugal forces, noise and vibration which translates to torque ripple. Another major challenge 
associated with such motors is the thermal management. The motors require a good cooling system 
to accommodate the temperature rise without any irreversible damages. Thus, apart from the macro 
level goals, it is important to develop a traction motor with: improved machine efficiency, reduced 
torque ripple and a good cooling system.   
1.3. Review of Available Charging Schemes and Infrastructures 
While reducing the motor size and weight also translates to better battery utilization, in order 
to address the driving range per single charge challenge associated with BEVs, it is important to 
work on the charging infrastructure as well. Electric vehicle battery charging schemes are mainly 
classified into 3 types depending on the power level, type of charging and the charging time. The  
Traction PMSM placed in the 
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chargers can either be on–board or off–board capable of unidirectional and/or bidirectional power 
flow [10], [11]. While unidirectional chargers are simple, cost–effective, and require minimum 
hardware without the harmful effects of harmonic injection back to the grid, they require active 
control of the charging current and are restricted by power limits [12]. On the other hand, 
bidirectional chargers support both charge from the grid and battery energy injection back to the 
grid with relatively higher power density and faster control [13]. However, such chargers suffer 
from large component cost and harmful impact of uncontrolled power back to the grid. Battery 
chargers are classified as level 1, 2 and 3 based on the charging power type and level. Table 1.3 
summarizes the available charging conditions and compares the different charging infrastructures 
[14]. Table 1.4 presents the charging levels available for some commercial EVs [15]. 
Existing EVs are typically equipped with unidirectional on–board chargers that uses a rectifier 
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to convert the grid supply to power the battery. However, commercial on–board chargers occupy 
space in the EV under the hood and also are restricted to only level 1 charging. Furthermore, such 
low cost chargers induce 2nd order harmonics to the battery thereby degrading the battery lifetime 
and also result in low power factors causing poor charging power quality characteristics which 
further affects the driving range [16], [17]. Therefore, in order to overcome these challenges with 
existing charging infrastructure and to allow for fast charging and extended driving range, the 





Fig. 1.4. Schematic of EV powertrain during different operating conditions. (a) During traction operation. (b) During 
integrated charging operation. 
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technology [18], [19]. The possibility to utilize existing traction motor drive components towards 
providing additional level–3 fast charging capacity results in elimination of the on–board charger 
leading to reduction in overall weight and cost of the vehicle and hence extended drive range. 
Since the charging and traction operations do not occur simultaneously, the motor stator 
windings can be utilized as line filter inductors for charging when the vehicle is in stand–still 
conditions as shown in Fig. 1.4. Such integrated chargers not only facilitate low–cost, high–power, 
fast charging solutions but also significantly improves the power quality with near unity power 
factor and reduced harmonics to the battery/grid [20]. Various integrated charging solutions have 
been proposed in literature with both induction machines and permanent magnet machines [21] 
[22]. Authors in [23] have analyzed the ideal inductance value for a 3–phase surface PMSM when 
used for integrated charging. [24] compares the performance of a 3–phase surface PMSM and an 
interior PMSM for integrated charging operation. It was observed that while surface PMSMs are 
ideal choices for integrated charging with respect to balanced voltages and currents, they suffer 
from high risk of PM demagnetization and increased frequency based losses during charging. On 
the other hand, even though interior PMSMs can overcome these challenges, due to their salient 
nature, asymmetrical voltages and currents are induced across the machine windings during 
charging which could result in DC harmonic injection thereby deteriorating the battery life [25] 
[26]. Various solutions have been proposed in literature to overcome these shortcomings including 
implementing damper bars [27], using split windings [28], multiphase machines [29], etc. 
However, all these methods require complicated hardware reconfiguration, advanced control 
methodologies and complex power electronic systems which might affect the traction operation or 
lead to significant increase in overall system losses, weight and cost of the vehicle. Thus, further 
research is required to identify the ideal topology or design solution to implement a 3–phase 
permanent magnet traction motor for integrated charging application. The author does understand 
that while novel design solutions can be identified for integrated charging application, 
advancements in battery technology, charging technology, installation of more charging structures 
must harmonize as well to achieve the projected EV market growth. However, the scope of this 
thesis is restricted to developing and analyzing a traction motor capable of being utilized for 
integrated charging as well. 
1.4. Thesis Research Objectives 
The overall objective of this thesis is to model, analyze and develop a novel high–speed 
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traction permanent magnet synchronous motor which is suitable for both traction and integrated 
charging applications. While this dissertation only considers a battery electric vehicle, the 
underlying concepts and proposed motor design can be extrapolated and applied accordingly to 
any application. 
In an effort to overcome the major bottlenecks of high vehicle drivetrain component cost and 
limited driving range per single charge of EVs, this thesis proposes a novel permanent magnet 
synchronous machine for both traction and integrated charging applications. Further, based on the 
comprehensive literature study, the proposed innovative high–speed traction motor must have 
reduced weight and cost, improved torque density, maximized efficiency, reduced torque ripple 
and extended speed range. In order to design and analyze the traction motor for the desired 
performance characteristics under various operating conditions, an accurate and new 
comprehensive closed form analytical model is required. The associated background literature 
specific to analytical modeling will be presented in the subsequent chapters. Thus, considering the 
challenges and opportunities associated with high–speed traction motors for EVs, the following 
research objectives are formulated for this dissertation: 
1. To develop a novel analytical model for accurate performance evaluation of a PMSM for 
traction and charging applications 
2. Using the proposed analytical model, develop and experimentally validate a futuristic 
high–speed traction PMSM with 
1. Maximized torque density 
2. Improved efficiency 
3. Reduced torque ripple 
The following steps or sub–tasks are implemented in this dissertation in order to meet the 
aforementioned research objectives: 
I. Preliminary Definitions: Using a vehicle dynamics model, the quantitative property of 
all the technical targets will be calculated; a baseline topology suitable for the desired 
objectives will be chosen; and the preliminary structural aspects of the motor will be 
estimated using simple closed form equations 
II. Slot–Pole Analysis: For the chosen baseline topology, an optimal slot–pole 
combination is selected to obtain higher torque and reduced torque ripple 
III. Improved Winding Configuration: For the selected slot–pole combination, an 
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improved winding configuration for higher torque density, reduced losses and torque 
ripple will be developed 
IV. Proposed Analytical Model for Performance Evaluation: A novel analytical model 
considering all machine non–linearities, inverter harmonics and temperature effects 
for performance evaluation of the inverter–fed PMSM will be developed 
V. Optimal Rotor Structure using Novel Analytical Method: Using the proposed model, 
an optimal rotor structure is developed for the winding configuration for improved 
torque density, extended operating range and improved efficiency 
VI. Performance Analysis of Proposed PMSM: A drive cycle analysis of the final 
proposed PMSM will be performed; and the machine will be analyzed for integrated 
charging operation, continuous and peak traction operating conditions using FEA 
VII. Prototype Development and Experimental Validation: Based on the performance 
analysis, the scaled–down proposed PMSM will be prototyped and validated 
experimentally at various operating conditions 
VIII. Full–Scale Motor Development: Understanding the merits and demerits of the 
proposed scaled–down PMSM, a full–scale design will be proposed and analyzed 
using FEA for peak and continuous traction operation 
1.5. Thesis Research Contributions 
This thesis proposes novel and innovative motor modeling methods to develop a new high–
speed traction PMSM with high torque density, maximized efficiency and reduced torque ripple 
suitable for traction and integrated charging application. The major contributions of this thesis to 
meet the established research objectives are listed as follows: 
1. To develop a novel analytical model for accurate performance evaluation of a high–speed 
PMSM for traction and charging applications 
 Contribution I: Novel coupled magnetic circuit model considering all machine 
non–linearities including space harmonics, magnetic saturation, stator slotting, 
flux leakage, current harmonics and temperature effects for accurate motor 
performance evaluation 
 Contribution II: dq–axis based modeling of novel asymmetrical damper bars for 
interior PMSMs for integrated charging application 
2. Using the proposed analytical model, develop and experimentally validate a futuristic 
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high–speed traction PMSM with maximized torque density, improved efficiency and 
minimum torque ripple 
 Contribution III: Non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm based optimal slot–
pole selection for innovative fractional–slot distributed windings with coil pitch of 
2 for reduced end–winding length, high torque and reduced torque ripple 
 Contribution IV: Winding function based analysis of coil distribution of 
unconventional star–delta windings with odd slots for reduced space harmonics, 
minimum torque ripple and reduced winding losses 
 Contribution V: Pareto Ant–Colony optimization based design of novel IPM 
rotor structure for star–delta windings for improved torque density, extended 
operating range and improved machine efficiency 
 Contribution VI: Implementing proposed star–delta wound high–speed traction 
IPMSM for integrated charging application 
1.6. Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation has 9 chapters including this introductory chapter, presenting the research 
work and novel research contributions conducted towards the overall research objectives. The 
dissertation layout is as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents a vehicle dynamic model based procedure to fix the output performance targets 
of the full–scale and scaled–down motors including the rated and maximum speeds, peak and 
continuous powers and torques for a typical Ford Focus 2018 EV. The rated and maximum 
currents, DC voltage limits, motor efficiency, torque ripple and active motor weight targets are set 
based on FreedomCar 2020 EV targets. Further, preliminary structural dimensions of the machine 
are calculated using conventional D2L approach and other structural restrictions including copper 
fill factor, slot pitch and pole pitch are set based on practical limitations. Based on the target 
performances and traction motor requirements, a baseline machine topology, in this thesis, a 
fractional–slot wound interior permanent magnet motor is taken up for analysis. 
Chapter 3 presents a non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) based optimal slot–pole 
selection for slot–shifted fractional slot wound PMSMs with coil pitch of 2 for reduced space 
harmonics, high torque and reduced torque ripple. Unlike conventional stator slot shifting 
approach of simply using twice the stator slot numbers of the baseline machine, this chapter aims 
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to expand the design solution for slot shifted fractional–slot wound machines by analyzing all 
feasible slot–pole combinations. 
Chapter 4 explores the possibility of implementing novel odd slot numbers with star–delta winding 
configuration towards reduced spatial harmonic content, torque ripple minimization and improved 
torque density. In an effort to reduce the spatial harmonic contents in fractional–slot windings, 
appropriate coil and turns distribution among the two winding sets of star–delta winding topology 
will be analyzed using winding function theory. 
Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) model incorporating effects of 
machine nonlinearities such as magnetic saturation, temperature rise, and introduction of spatial 
and time harmonic contents for parameter determination of PMSMs. With advent in permanent 
magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) structure and inverter topologies, accurate parameter 
determination is of significance for high–performance control, analysis and making critical 
decisions on inter–dependent design parameter variations for machine optimization. The proposed 
coupled electromagnetic and thermal model will be validated for various operating conditions of 
a fractional–slot distributed wound (FSDW) laboratory PMSM with finite element analysis (FEA) 
and experimental investigations. 
In Chapter 6, a Pareto Ant Colony optimization (ACO) is implemented to obtain the optimal rotor 
structure for the proposed star–delta winding configuration to maximize the torque density, 
improve machine efficiency and extend the operating speed range. While existing literature is 
limited to topologies with near sinusoidal rotor magneto motive force (MMF) distribution, in this 
chapter, an IPMSM rotor design with non–sinusoidal rotor MMF will be developed for star–delta 
winding configuration. 
Chapter 7 presents a computationally efficient magnetic equivalent circuit model based differential 
evolutionary algorithm to optimally design and analyze a traction IPMSM with novel 
asymmetrical damper bars for integrated charging capability. The major objectives of optimization 
are to obtain minimum torque during charging and high electromagnetic torque per unit machine 
losses during traction condition thereby ensuring maximized operating efficiency. Based on the 
analysis and understanding the practical challenges associated with using asymmetrical dampers 
in the machine, a simplistic approach of using combined star–delta wound PMSMs for integrated 
charging application is proposed. A comprehensive analysis of the proposed star–delta wound 
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PMSM topology from the previous chapters, for integrated charging application is presented in 
this chapter. 
In Chapter 8, in order to assess the proposed machine’s traction capability, a drive–cycle based 
analysis is conducted for common drive cycles including urban, highway and worldwide 
lightweight test cycle (WLTC) for a commercially available Ford Focus vehicle. Further, 
considering the comprehensive performance analysis conducted in the previous chapters, a 
prototype of the scaled–down 3–phase fractional–slot star–delta wound interior permanent magnet 
motor will be developed and validated experimentally. Subsequently, understanding the 
capabilities and challenges in the developed scaled–down prototype, a full–scale design with 
traction level ratings highlighted in Chapter 2, will be developed and analyzed using finite element 
analysis. Further recommendations for design improvement, future work and analysis will also be 
summarized towards the end of the chapter. 
Chapter 9 is the conclusions chapter summarizing all the research work and contributions made 
towards achieving the research objectives and developing the proposed high–speed motor for 
traction and charging applications in this dissertation. Future work to be conducted to continue the 
research work in this dissertation will be presented. 
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Performance Target Definition of the Traction Motor for a Typical 
Compact Electric Vehicle 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the traction motor’s output performance target definitions for a typical 
compact electric vehicle (EV). These targets are calculated using vehicle dynamics based 
analytical equations, details of a commercially available EV, existing traction motors, drives and 
transmission systems and comprehensive literature study. The proposed motor specifications or 
design targets are determined for a typical North American compact vehicle and in this thesis, a 
Ford Focus 2018 vehicle from the automotive market is chosen [1]. First, the vehicle dynamics 
based analytical equations are used to calculate the continuous and peak torque and power target 
ratings as well as the desired base and maximum speeds of the motor. According to the research 
objectives highlighted in Chapter 1, the target traction motor should also be capable of assisting in 
charging operation. Thus, based on the existing charging power levels and required current and 
voltage ratings, the motor’s charging targets are determined. In this thesis, the motor windings will 
be targeted to be utilized as inductive filters for a typical level 3 DC fast charging system [2]. 
Therefore, considering both the traction and charging requirements, and based on available 
laboratory traction motor drives and test systems, other performance targets including operating 
speed range, rated current, maximum current and DC bus voltage limit are fixed. Further, other 
performance targets such as active motor weight, torque density, torque ripple and rated efficiency 
are determined from commercially available traction motors and FreedomCar 2020 EV targets [3]. 
The preliminary structural dimensions such as the machine diameter and effective stack length 
are determined using conventional D2L formulation approach [4]. Also, certain structural 
restrictions including copper fill factor, slot pitch and pole pitch are set based on practical 
limitations, previous design experiences and motor design conventions. 
Thereafter, based on the target performances and traction motor requirements, along with the 
understanding of the merits and demerits of existing machine configurations, a baseline machine 
topology is selected for further analysis and improvement. In this thesis, a fractional–slot wound 
interior permanent magnet motor is taken up for analysis. 
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2.2. Performance Target Definition for Traction and Charging Operation Using Vehicle 
Dynamics Model 
In order to design a traction motor for a typical compact vehicle, the initial step is to determine 
the continuous and peak torque and speed ratings of the electric motor using a base vehicle 
specification. In this thesis, the traction motor will be designed for a typical Ford Focus 2018 
electric vehicle. Thus, knowing the maximum torque requirement at the vehicle wheels, Tw, the 
variable gear ratio at the first gear, ig, the fixed gear ratio, io, and the efficiency of the transmission 
system, η, the maximum or peak torque capability of the traction motor, Tp can be calculated using 
(2.1). By convention, the continuous torque of the motor is considered to be half of the peak torque 
value [5].  
pogw TiiT                                                           (2.1) 
Similarly, the maximum speed capability of the motor in rpm, Np, can be calculated using the 
maximum speed of the vehicle at the wheels in km/h, v, and the vehicle tire radius, rd as in (2.2) 










                                                          (2.3) 
Table 2.1 summarizes the base vehicle specifications of the Ford Focus vehicle under 
consideration. While the individual gear ratios could not be obtained, the final gear ratio, which is 
the product of ig and io was found to be 7.8 [6]. Thus, for a wheel radius of 17” and a transmission 
efficiency of 98%, the peak torque and the maximum speed of the motor was calculated to be about 
287 Nm and 9,970 rpm respectively. Generally, the operating speed range from the base speed to 
the maximum speed of a typical traction motor ranges from 3 to 7 [7]. Taking the lowest value of 
close to 3, the base speed can be estimated to be about 3,000 rpm. Therefore, from the computed 
base speed and peak torque, the motor peak power was found to be 90.2 kW. Similarly, for the 
same base speed and continuous torque considered, the continuous power can be calculated to be 
45 kW. Table 2.2 summarizes the calculated traction motor performance targets and compares 
with the Ford Focus Electric’s traction motor ratings obtained from [6] indicating very close 
agreement. Thus, with the base vehicle requirements and specifications, the traction motor ratings 




BASE VEHICLE SPECIFICATION OF EXISTING FORD FOCUS ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
Parameter Value 
Gear ratio 7.82 
Torque at shaft 2,200 Nm 
Vehicle speed 1,275 rpm 
TABLE 2.2 
FORD FOCUS ELECTRIC’S TRACTION MOTOR RATINGS 
Performance 
Characteristics 





Continuous 45 kW 45 kW 
Peak 107 kW 90.2 kW 
Torque 
Continuous 150 Nm 143.5 Nm 
Peak 184 lbs–ft or 245 Nm 287 Nm 
Base Speed 
Wheel 60 km/hr 60 km/hr 
Motor < 3,000 rpm 3,000 rpm 
Maximum 
Speed 
Wheel > 135 km/hr 185 km/hr 
Motor > 8,800 rpm 9,970 rpm 
         
                                                               (a)                                                                              (b) 
Fig. 2.1. Ford Focus 2018 compact electric vehicle under consideration. (a) Ford Focus 2018 EV. (b) Traction motor 
used in the vehicle for propulsion. 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 
The Ford Focus 2018 vehicle is equipped with a 33.5 kWh liquid cooled lithium ion battery 
which is charged using a 6.6 kW on–board charger operated at 240 V and 30 A. However, the on–
board charger takes about 5.5 hours to charger the battery from zero to full. Also, the vehicle has 
a DC charging capability of 50 kW [6]. Typical level 3 fast charging DC voltages and currents 
range between 300 – 500 V and 100 – 350 A respectively [8]. Thus, if the motor windings are 
designed to accommodate the required charging power level within the feasible current and voltage 




FREEDOMCAR 2020 PERFORMANCE TARGETS 
Parameter Target 
Rated Efficiency > 95 % 
Torque Ripple < 5 % 
DC Operating Voltage 200 – 450 V 
Maximum Phase Current 400 Arms 
Characteristic Current < 400 Arms 
Line–to–line Back EMF < 600 Vpeak 
Mass ≤ 35 kg 
Volume ≤ 9.7 l 
traction motor is about 45 kW with an input voltage range from 250 to 420 V DC and a peak 
current of 400 A rms and hence can be utilized for integrated charging. While the vehicle dynamics 
based analytical equations and existing traction motor ratings provide a foundation to fix the 
traction motor’s fundamental performance targets, other operating characteristics including 
efficiency, torque ripple and DC bus limits, etc. are set based on the FreedomCar 2020 
specifications [9] which are summarized in Table 2.3. 
Further, the dynamic performance characteristics of the motor can be predicted through a 
drive cycle analysis using a detailed vehicle dynamics model. Drive cycles are a data series of 
speed variations as a function of time which are used as input to a particular vehicle dynamic 
model and translated to the required motor torque and speed points [10]. Also, this helps in fine–
tuning or confirming the motor ratings determined above. The desired wheel torque is initially 
calculated from the tractive forces acting on the vehicle which include the aerodynamic drag, 
rolling resistance, friction and force due to gravity [11]. Further, using the gear ratio of the vehicle 
under consideration, the desired motor torque is calculated from the wheel torque using (2.1). The 
vehicle dynamics model parameters of the 2018 Ford Focus are implemented for analysis and 
summarized in Table 2.4 [6]. 
Transient performance of the EV against an EPA federal test procedure drive cycle was 
analyzed through simulation studies [12]. Figs. 2.2(a), (b) and (c) show the motor speed, torque 
and power requirements as a function of time. Further, the corresponding calculated torque speed 
envelope points expected from the motor is shown in Fig. 2.2(d). It can be seen from the figure 
that a 43 kW motor with a maximum torque and speed of 132 Nm and 5,716 rpm respectively will 
be capable of satisfying the urban drive cycle under analysis thereby confirming the motor ratings 




FORD FOCUS 2018 ELECTRIC VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
Symbol Description Value Symbol Description Value 
Mv Vehicle mass 1700 ρ Density of air 1.202 
Av Frontal vehicle surface area 2.77 Cd Drag coefficient 0.33 
r Wheel radius 0.3284 m g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 
ig Gear ratio 7.8 frr Rolling resistance coefficient 0.013 
n Transmission efficiency 98% α Road grade 0° to 3° 
v Vehicle speed Varying (m/s) vw Wind speed 0 m/s 
     
                                              (a)                                                                                      (b) 
 
                                               (c)                                                                                     (d) 
Fig. 2.2. Transient performance analysis requirements of the EV against the urban drive cycle obtained from vehicle 
dynamic model simultation. (a) Motor speed. (b) Torque. (c) Power. (d) Required motor torque–speed envelope. 
high efficiency at the operating points corresponding to the most frequent operating region within 
the base speed as indicated in Fig. 2.2(d). 
Thus, from the analysis conducted in this section, the target motor performance definition can 
be summarized as in Table 2.5. However, for proof–of–concept development and laboratory 






MOTOR TARGET PERFORMANCE DEFINITION 
Ratings 
Ford Focus 2018/ 




Continuous 45 kW 22 kW 
Peak 107 kW 45 kW 
Torque 
Continuous 150 Nm 70 Nm 
Peak 184 lbs–ft or 245 Nm 150 Nm 
Base Speed 
Wheel 60 km/hr 60 km/hr 
Motor < 3,000 rpm 3,000 rpm 
Maximum 
Speed 
Wheel > 135 km/hr 185 km/hr 
Motor > 8,800 rpm > 9,000 rpm 
Active Weight < 37 kg < 15 kg 
Specific Power > 2.9 kW/kg > 2.25 kW/kg 
Torque Density > 6.76 Nm/kg > 7.5 Nm/kg 
Torque Ripple < 10 % < 5% 
Rated Efficiency > 95 % > 95% 
arbitrarily chosen depending upon the desire objectives, testing facilities, prototyping capabilities, 
etc. However, in this thesis, the scaling factor is decided keeping in mind that the peak operation 
of the scaled down motor should at least meet the continuous performance targets of the full–scale 
machine. Accordingly, the performance targets of the scaled down motor prototype to be analyzed, 
modeled, developed and tested are summarized in Table 2.5.  
2.3. Preliminary Structural Parameter Calculation for Scaled–down Motor Prototype 
This section details the calculation of certain preliminary structural parameters of the scaled 
down motor prototype using a conventional machine design procedure commonly referred as the 
D2L approach. Also, certain structural and performance limits are highlighted in this section. The 
D2L design procedure is a top–bottom approach where the machine’s structural aspects are 
designed for a particular rated efficiency, torque and speed assuming a simple output coefficient, 
Co as defined in (2.4) [13]. 
so LnDCQ
2                                                            (2.3) 
1000
11 acBk
C avwo                                                           (2.4) 
Where D and L are the active machine dimensions indicating the stator outer diameter and the 
stack length respectively, kw is the fundamental winding factor of the machine based on the slot–
pole combination chosen [14], Bav and ac are the specific magnetic and electric loadings of the 
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machine respectively, ns is the rated speed in rps, and Q is the apparent input power for a known 
motor output power, rated efficiency and power factor. Typical values of Bav for a traction 
permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) range between 0.7 and 0.9 T and ac varies 
between 30,000 and 50,000 AT/m [13]. Once the D2L product is obtained, D and L are separated 




                                                            (2.5) 
On the other hand, if the total number of stator slots, S, and rotor poles, p, are known, the 
magnetic and electric loadings can be calculated using (2.6) and (2.7) where ϕ is the flux per pole 














                                                            (2.7) 
Thus, using the above details, the machine’s active dimensions can be easily calculated. However, 
for the scaled down prototype, the machine dimensions were fixed based on the existing fixtures 
available in the laboratory. The selected dimensions of D = 134 mm and L = 75 mm were verified 
for the output power using (2.3) and (2.4). Thus, for an assumed kw of 0.95, Bav of 0.85 T, ac of 
45,000 AT/m, target rated efficiency of 95% and power factor of about 0.85, the apparent power 
was calculated to be about 27 kW for a base speed of 3,000 rpm. This apparent power corresponds 
to an output power of 22 kW thereby meeting the required performance targets indicated in Table 
2.5 as well satisfying the design equations (2.3) and (2.4). 
Other structural details will be estimated in the subsequent chapters once the slot–pole 
combination of the machine is fixed. These dimensions including the stator tooth width (wt), rotor 
pole pitch (τ), stator core thickness (dcore) and rotor yoke depth (dyoke) are restricted mainly by 
saturation limits of the electric steel material at each part of the machine [16]. Equations (2.8) – 
(2.11) illustrate the procedure to calculate the indicated dimensions based on the corresponding 
flux density (B) limits [16]. φ in (2.8) is the pole arc value which is the equivalent arc of the rotor 
occupied by one pole in the machine. Similarly, the magnet flux density, Bm, which depends on 
the magnet width, bmag, must be designed almost equal to the magnet materials remnant flux 
































                                                    (2.11) 
On the other hand, the copper weight or the number of conductors per slot is limited by the 
slot fill factor which is the ratio of the copper area in one stator slot to the total slot area [13]. From 
practical knowledge, the slot fill factor is limited to 60% only. Also, the conductors per slot and 
hence the turns per phase, Tph, is limited by the DC voltage limit. For a 400 V DC bus voltage, the 
maximum induced line voltage, VL, must ideally be within 50% of the DC voltage. From (2.12), it 
can be seen that, for a rated operating frequency, f, and phase voltage, Eph, the Tph can be calculated. 
Furthermore, the current ratings of the motor under peak and continuous motor operation are 
dictated by the current density, δs, which is calculated using (2.13). With a cooling system, the 
continuous and peak current densities values are 14 A/mm2 and 25 A/mm2 respectively. Therefore, 
for the conductor wire diameter, ds, satisfying these current densities, the slot fill factor limit and 
producing an electric loading within the specified range, the peak and continuous rated currents 






















                                                          (2.14) 
Thus, the selected machine dimensions from this section for the motor to be analyzed are 
summarized in Table 2.6. So, it can be seen that, using (2.3) – (2.14), the base structural parameters 
of the machine for a specific output power and target rated efficiency within saturation limits can 




PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL MOTOR PARAMETERS 
Parameter Value 
Stator Inner Diameter (D) 134 mm 
Stack Length (L) 75 mm 
Slot Fill Factor 60% 
Continuous Current Density 14 A/mm2 
Peak Current Density 25 A/mm2 
reluctance torque component and permanent magnet flux linkage value, comprehensive design 
methodologies such as magnetic circuit model and dq–axis theory based equations must be used 
as indicated in the subsequent chapters. 
2.4. Baseline Topology Selection for Scaled–down Motor Prototype 
While the sections above set the performance targets and preliminary structural parameters of 
the scaled down motor prototype to be developed, it is of importance to fix a machine topology 
before further analysis. According to the research objectives highlighted in Chapter 1 and the 
performance targets thus obtained, a high–speed traction PMSM with high torque density, 
maximized efficiency and minimum torque ripple must be developed which is capable of 
integrated charging operation as well. It is well–established in literature that for high–speed 
operation, interior PMSMs are more suitable than the surface mount PMSMs due to their lower 
risk of demagnetization and high mechanical stability [17] – [19]. Further, due to their high 
reluctance component, the amount of expensive rare–earth magnets required to produce the rated 
torque is lesser than surface mount PMSMs thereby resulting in increased torque density and 
reduced cost. Also, due to increased torque production from the reluctance component, the rated 
current is lesser than the surface mount PMSMs resulting in reduced copper losses and hence 
improved rated efficiency. On the other hand, authors in [20], compare the performance of a 
surface and interior PMSM with same ratings and conclude that the surface PMSMs result in 
balanced sinusoidal voltages with reduced oscillating torque making them well–suited for charging 
operation. However, compared to interior PMSMs, the surface PMSMs suffer from higher magnet 
losses and are prone to demagnetization even during charging. Therefore, considering all the merits 
and demerits during both traction and charging application, an interior PMSM is chosen for further 
analysis in this thesis. 
Among the existing rotor topologies of interior PMSMs, the v–shaped magnets have the 
highest torque capability due to their high flux focusing effect [21]. On the other hand, the spoke 
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magnet configuration requires higher magnet volume to produce the rated torque. Authors in [22] 
compared all the interior PMSMs rotor topologies with damper bars for integrated charging 
application. While it was observed that the straight magnets result in near symmetrical voltage 
waveforms, spoke type magnets resulted in reduced oscillating torque and the v–shaped magnets 
result in reduced saliency effects during charging. Thus, considering the high speed, high torque 
density and integrated charging requirements, a v–shaped interior PMSM rotor topology is 
considered as baseline. 
Similarly, extensive literature exists on comparison of distributed and concentrated winding 
configurations summarizing that while distributed windings have high fundamental winding 
factors and reduced space harmonics, concentrated windings result in short end winding lengths 
and high torque densities [23] – [25]. Thus, considering both the winding configurations, in this 
thesis, a fractional–slot distributed winding configuration is taken up for analysis. While limited 
literature exists on this configuration, it is known that they are suitable for high–speed, high–power 
applications [26], [27] and are implemented in commercial vehicles such as Ford Focus, Sonata 
Hybrid, etc. [28]. This configuration results in relatively lower space harmonics, increased torque 
production and extended operating range. Generally, the coil span for fractional–slot distributed 
windings are higher than 3, resulting in fairly higher end winding material wastage [27], [29]. 
A. Slot-Pole Analysis
Objectives: Reduce Torque Ripple and Maximize Torque
Methodology: Non–Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
B. Improved Stator Winding Configuration
Objectives: Reduced Torque Ripple, Improved Torque Density 
Methodology: Winding Function Analysis
C. Optimized IPM Rotor Structure
Objectives: Improved Efficiency, Maximize Torque Density, Extended Operating Range
Methodology: Pareto Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
D. Performance Analysis of Proposed PMSM
Drive Cycle Analysis, Integrated Charging, Prototype Development,
Continuous Performance Characteristics, Scalability
 
Fig. 2.3. Flowchart highlighting the work flow conducted in subsequent chapters. 
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Therefore, in an effort to overcome this challenge, this thesis proposes a fractional–slot distributed 
winding configuration with a coil pitch of 2, which is very similar to the slot–shifted winding 
topology for fractional–slot concentrated windings for space harmonic reduction [30]. In 
conclusion, in this thesis, a fractional–slot distributed wound interior PMSM is chosen as the 
baseline topology for further analysis in the subsequent chapters as indicated in the flowchart 
shown in Fig. 2.3. 
2.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, the traction motor’s output performance target definitions including the 
continuous and peak torque and power target ratings as well as the desired base and maximum 
speeds of the motor for a typical compact electric vehicle (EV) were calculated using vehicle 
dynamics based analytical equations, details of a commercially available Ford Focus EV, existing 
traction motors, drives and transmission systems and comprehensive literature study. Further, 
based on the existing charging power levels and required current and voltage ratings, the motor’s 
charging targets were determined. Other performance targets such as active motor weight, torque 
density, torque ripple and rated efficiency were fixed based on commercially available traction 
motors and FreedomCar 2020 EV targets. The preliminary structural dimensions and certain 
structural restrictions were calculated using conventional D2L formulation approach, practical 
limitations, previous design experiences and motor design conventions. Thereafter, based on the 
target performances and traction motor requirements, along with the understanding of the merits 
and demerits of existing machine configurations, a baseline machine topology was selected for 
further analysis and improvement. In this thesis, a fractional–slot distributed wound interior 
permanent magnet motor is taken up for analysis. 
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Optimal Slot–Pole Selection for Fractional–Slot PMSMs using Non–
Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
3.1. Introduction 
Electric vehicles (EVs) equipped with permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) 
having fractional–slot windings are extensively used owing to their high torque density, lower 
material consumption and minimum torque ripple. However, such machines have high 
characteristic spatial harmonic contents resulting in increased rotor losses, magnet eddy current 
losses and noise and vibrations deteriorating the machine’s performance. Many methods to reduce 
these space harmonics have been analyzed in literature including multi–phase topology [1], multi–
layer windings [2], stator and rotor skewing [3], [4], magnet segmentation and employing different 
turns per coil [5]. However, all the aforementioned methods suffer from manufacturing 
complexities, increased copper consumption and reduction in the machine’s torque production. On 
the other hand, stator slot shifting is a commonly used method resulting in improved machine 
efficiency and flux–weakening performance with ease of manufacture [6]–[8]. Existing literature 
on slot shifting methods use twice the number of slots already present in the concentrated wound 
machine resulting in a fractional–slot topology with coil pitch of 2 which provides a good 
compromise between conventional concentrated and distributed winding configurations. Such 
configurations improve the magneto motive force (MMF) distribution, lowering the effective rotor 
losses, torque ripple and also increase the torque production capability by increasing the reluctance 
torque component of the machine. However, by simply using twice the stator slot number of the 
baseline machine, certain slot–pole combinations, especially odd slot numbers are not taken into 
account for investigation. Moreover, implementing odd slot numbers with fractional–slot topology 
is expected to significantly reduce the cogging torque and torque ripple in the machine [9]. Thus, 
this chapter aims to expand the design solution for slot shifted fractional–slot wound machines by 
analyzing all feasible slot–pole combinations. A non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm 
(NSGA) based optimal slot–pole selection is implemented considering various machine 
performance characteristics and verified using finite element analysis (FEA). 
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3.2. Stator Slot Shifting in Fractional–slot PMSMs 
A. Concept of Conventional Slot Shifted PMSMs 
To reduce the harmonic content of a baseline fractional slot concentrated wound (FSCW) 
machine, the general concept of stator slot shifting is to integrate two such FSCW stators with the 
same slot–pole combination, resulting in a slot shifted machine configuration with a coil span of 
2. The two FSCW stators are shifted by an electrical angle to reduce the harmonic content and still 
maintain relatively the same torque capability. The coils per phase of both the FSCW stators are 
connected in series and hence results in a slot number exactly twice as that of the baseline FSCW 
machine [10]. Thus, for the same rotor structure, the baseline FSCW machine with S stator slots 
with high harmonic contents is modified to a slot shifted machine with 2S slots and a coil span of 
2 with relatively lower spatial harmonics [11]. This concept of conventional stator slot shifting is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 
The 12–slot, 10–pole FSCW configuration is most commonly selected for stator slot shifting 
[12], [13]. The resultant 24–slot, 10–pole slot shifted machine exhibits reduced space harmonic 
contents as expected. Further, such slot shifted topologies have reduced torque ripple and cogging 
torque in the machine. However, by adapting this procedure, all feasible slot–pole combinations, 
especially with odd slots are eliminated, limiting the design solution space. Also, implementing 
odd slots with fractional slot configuration is expected to further reduce the harmonics and 
machine losses and hence improve the overall torque production and machine efficiency [14]. 
Thus, this chapter attempts to study the feasibility of slot shifted machine configurations with odd 
slot numbers. 
A | A A  | B B  | B B | C C | C C  | A
A | A A  | B B  | B B | C C | C C  | A
Shift  Angle
Baseline 12–Slot, 10–Pole FSCW Stators
A | A C  | C B | A A  | C B  | B A | A C  | B B | A C | C B  | B A | C C  | B
Conventional Slot Shifted 24–Slot, 10–Pole Stator
 
Fig. 3.1. Concept of conventional stator slot shifting of fractional slot wound PMSMs. 
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B. Slot–Pole Combination Based Performance Analysis 
The choice of slot–pole combination significantly affects the machine’s material 
consumption, rated parameters and performance characteristics [15]. Consider a fractional–slot 
concentrated wound PMSM with S stator slots and p pole numbers and n–phases. In conventional 
methods as explained above, to obtain slot shifted configuration, for the same p poles, the stator 
slots are simply changed from S to 2S, eliminating other feasible slot numbers between this range 
and above. Thus, to obtain a slot shifted fractional–slot wound configuration with coil pitch of 2, 
the general requirements are: 1) the slot number should be a multiple of the phase number; and 2) 













                                                     (3.1) 
In general, if the coil pitch is 2, the slot per pole per phase, q can be represented as a simple fraction 
with denominator, d which represents the number of units the machine can be symmetrically 
divided into and the numerator, M indicates the number of stator slots per phase in a unit.  
Based on the slot–pole combination, the star of slots method gives a direct relation between 
the machine’s space harmonics and the slot and pole numbers. Thus, for a n–phase machine, the 
total number of phasors in a slot star will be nM contributing towards 180º of an electrical cycle. 
The electrical slot angle, αs which is the angle contributed by each phasor and the mechanical slot 















180                                                    (3.2) 
While most of the slot–pole combinations satisfy all the above mentioned conditions, in order to 
obtain equally balanced n–phase voltages, the windings must be symmetrically distributed in each 
unit across the entire machine. This condition is given by (3.3), where D is a whole number for 









D                                                  (3.3) 
Thus, for any slot–pole combination, if conditions represented by (3.1) – (3.3) are satisfied, a slot 
shifted fractional–slot wound configuration with coil pitch of 2 can be obtained. Further, the above 
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conditions can be universally applied for a n–phase machine even with conditions where the slot 
number is lesser than the pole number [17]. 
In this section, various performance characteristics for slot–pole combinations of 3–, 5–, 6– 
and 9–phase machines are analyzed. The stator slot numbers are restricted up to i = 15 from (3.1), 
considering practical scenarios since slot numbers higher than that will result in increase in the 
machine’s volume and cannot be placed in an EV. Similarly, pole numbers up to 40 are analyzed 
keeping in mind the restrictions of the switching frequency in case of high–speed traction 
machines. Therefore, for the large dataset obtained by varying S, p and n, the three main factors 
namely – fundamental winding factor (kw1), harmonic winding factors (kwh) and THD are 
calculated analytically using (3.4) – (3.6) [18]. Harmonic winding factors up to 20th order are 










































































                                                       (3.6) 
Further, the net cogging torque, Tcog as expressed in (3.7) [18] must be minimized. Higher the 
LCM of slot and pole numbers, the cogging frequency also increases with reduced magnitudes, 

















1                                             (3.7) 
Where Th is the per unitized peak value of cogging torque for the h
th harmonic order, θ is the rotor 
mechanical position and φh is the phase angle of the corresponding cogging torque. For a fixed DC 
bus voltage and machine volume, the motor performance can be analyzed for a target torque 
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production by defining the permanent magnet (PM) flux linkage and the dq–axis inductances in 
















                                           (3.8) 
Where Eh is the per unitized peak value of induced voltage for the h
th harmonic order and ωh is the 
corresponding speed of rotation. Furthermore, the phase inductances, Lph can also be expressed in 
terms of the machine’s physical structure and can be transformed to corresponding dq–axis values 













                                                      (3.9) 
Where μ0 is the absolute permeability, D and L are the machine’s outer diameter and stack length 
respectively, Tph is the number of turns per phase and lg is the air–gap length. 
Also, if the machine’s material properties are known, the machine losses can also be expressed 
in terms of S and p as in (3.10), where χcu is the copper loss coefficient, depending upon the 
operating current density, slot fill factor, and wire material properties; χtooth and χcore are the core 
loss coefficients at the stator tooth and machine core. The core loss coefficients depend mainly on 
the steel core material property, operating frequency and rated current and voltage. For ease of 
computation, most of the above mentioned properties are kept constant for all machines. The 
operating frequency is directly dependent on the pole number while the rated currents can be 
expressed in terms of the slot and pole numbers as well. 
    ppSmpSP corestoothsculosses  2                                  (3.10) 
Furthermore, for a total number of coils per phase given by dM, an effective coil resistance, Rc, 
and per unit current Im, the current angle γ to obtain the maximum torque per unit winding losses 


























                                (3.11) 
Thus, for any slot–pole combination satisfying (3.1) – (3.3), including odd slot numbers, the slot–
shifted motor performance attributes can be estimated using (3.4) – (3.11). 
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C. Comparative Performance Analysis of Slot Shifted PMSMs with Odd and Even Slots 
For the feasible slot–pole combinations satisfying conditions (3.1) – (3.3), a comparison of 
the parameters obtained using (3.4) – (3.11) is performed for conventional and proposed slot 
shifted machines. The comparative study is extended towards conventional FSCW machines with 
coil pitch of 1 to highlight its demerits over stator slot shifted configurations. Thus, the values of 
THD and kw1 obtained from various feasible slot–pole combinations for 3–, 5–, 6– and 9–phase 
numbers are illustrated in Figs. 3.2 – 3.5 respectively. From the figures, it is obvious that for a 
particular pole number, the choice of feasible slot number after slot shifting is not only restricted 
to 2S. For instance, a 3–phase FSCW machine with 12–slots and 10–poles can be slot shifted to 
either 18–slots, 10–poles; or 21–slots, 10–poles; and the most commonly obtained 24–slots, 10–
poles configuration. Most importantly, the choice of odd slot numbers opens a wide range of 
possible designs that need to be investigated. Also, it can be observed that for certain phase 
numbers, the possibility of implementing a slot shifted winding configuration with coil pitch 2, 
cannot be obtained for a few pole numbers. For instance, in case of 3–phase machines, although 
concentrated wound configurations with 6– and 18–pole machines are possible, stator shifted 
configurations cannot be obtained. This is because, for such slot–pole combinations, as mentioned 
in the previous section, although conditions (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, there is no integral value 
of P which satisfies condition (3.3). Hence, the phase voltages may not be completely balanced 
and symmetrical leading to further torque ripple in the machine. 
Another observation is that, as the phase number increases, the advantage of reduction in THD 
from slot shifted machines when compared to FSCW machines reduces. These discrepancies can 
be attributed to the fact that the high spatial subharmonic contents in concentrated wound machines 
tend to decrease with higher phase number [19]. However, the fundamental winding factor 
obtained for slot shifted machines are always higher than that of FSCW machines for any phase 
number which directly translates to improved torque production. As the number of slots increases 
and the winding configuration moves towards slot–shifted winding configuration, the MMF 
distribution tends to become more sinusoidal, increasing the winding factor value. Further, it can 
be seen that for 3–, 5– and 9–phase machines, for certain pole numbers, the feasible slot shifted 
machines are equipped with only odd slot numbers. This feature highlights the contribution of the 
study conducted in this chapter. While conventional slot shifting methods would have completely 
eliminated the possibility of such a slot–pole combination, this study expands the design solution 
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space. Contrarily, for 6–phase machines, it is impossible to have an odd slot number irrespective 
of the winding configuration [20]. Further, it can be seen that odd slot numbers always have lower 
THD than even slot numbers. Although the difference is not too significant in terms of kw1, the 
merits of odd slots can be observed from cogging torque. Due to minimized interaction of each 
pole with the slots, the cogging frequency increases with reduced magnitudes leading to minimal 
net radial forces in case of odd slot numbers. To illustrate the benefits of slot shifted machines 
especially with odd slot numbers in terms of THD, kw1 and cogging torque, a sample set of slot–
pole combinations are summarized in Table 3.1. 
 
                                                  (a)                                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 3.2. Comparative performance analysis of concentrated wound and stator slot shifted 3–phase PMSMs with even 
and odd slot numbers. (a) THD. (b) kw1. 
TABLE 3.1 
SAMPLE SLOT–POLE COMBINATION ANALYSIS 
n p S Coil Pitch q LCM kw1 THD Tcog 
3 10 
12 1 0.4 60 0.93 1.06 0.39 
15 1 0.5 30 0.87 1.16 0.98 
18 2 0.6 90 0.96 1.09 0.83 
21 2 0.7 210 0.96 1.08 0.18 
24 2 0.8 120 0.96 1.08 0.71 
5 14 
15 1 0.21 210 0.98 1.15 0.18 
20 1 0.29 140 0.88 1.05 0.80 
25 2 0.36 350 0.98 1.17 0.68 
30 2 0.43 210 0.99 1.17 0.18 
6 20 
24 1 0.2 120 0.97 1.12 0.71 
30 1 0.25 60 0.87 1.16 0.39 
48 2 0.4 240 0.99 1.22 1.00 
9 16 
18 1 0.13 144 0.98 1.17 0.80 
27 2 0.19 432 0.99 1.27 0.34 




























                                                    (a)                                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 3.3. Comparative performance analysis of concentrated wound and stator slot shifted 5–phase PMSMs with even 
and odd slot numbers. (a) THD. (b) kw1. 
 
                                                  (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 3.4. Comparative performance analysis of concentrated wound and stator slot shifted 6–phase PMSMs with even 
and odd slot numbers. (a) THD. (b) kw1. 
  
                                               (a)                                                                                        (b) 
Fig. 3.5. Comparative performance analysis of concentrated wound and stator slot shifted 9–phase PMSMs with even 
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3.3. Optimal Slot–Pole Selection for Stator Slot Shifted PMSMs 
A. Optimal Slot–Pole Selection Problem Statement 
The fundamental objective of slot shifting is to minimize the spatial harmonic contents and 
obtain better sinusoidal voltages and reduced machine losses. While high slot numbers result in 
lower slot leakage reactances and high cogging torque frequencies, in order to obtain sinusoidal 
voltages, it is important to have high fundamental winding factor and almost negligible harmonic 
winding factors leading to minimum THD. The cogging frequency increases with reduced 
magnitudes by using higher LCM of slot and pole numbers. Further, with odd slot numbers, an 
additional reduction of cogging torque magnitude is achieved. On the other hand, while high slot 
and pole numbers improve the torque production of the machine, the winding losses 
correspondingly increase, resulting in reduced efficiency. Furthermore, while odd slot numbers 
result in reduced torque ripple, even slot numbers provide machine symmetry and low net radial 
forces. Similarly, while higher pole numbers result in low flux leakage and hence higher magnet 
utilization it can result in reduced constant power speed range [21]. 
Thus, it is observed that depending upon the primary required performance objective, the 
choice of optimal slot–pole combination varies. In other words, there exists multiple pareto fronts 
among the set of feasible solutions. In case of conventional multi–objective optimization problems, 
a prior weight for each objective is set to estimate the optimal solution. However, in this case, 
assigning weights to different performance characteristics will result in a biased or local optimal 
solution and would be very application specific. Therefore, a multi objective optimization 
algorithm capable of identifying a global optimal point is required. Hence, in this chapter, non–
dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) is implemented to estimate an optimal slot–pole 
combination for slot shifted machines. NSGA based optimization improves the adaptive fit of the 
solution space to a pareto front for the objective function. Thus, the parameter set, Ωj as in (3.12), 
for the jth iteration can be obtained by varying S, p and n for various integral values satisfying 
conditions (3.1) – (3.3). The objective function, J(Ωj) can be defined as in (3.13) using all the 
performance characteristics as defined in (3.4) – (3.11). 













PTTHDkfJ ,,,,1                              (3.13) 
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The negative sign before the kw1 and electromagnetic torque per unit winding losses indicate 
maximizing function while the remaining characteristics are minimized. 
To estimate the machine performance characteristics under consideration, certain assumptions 
and constraints are required. Therefore, to provide a generalized analysis, the overall machine 
dimensions, air gap length, rated power and speed ratings, core and magnet material properties 
used are kept constant for all feasible slot–pole combinations. The wire diameter and turns per 
phase are estimated for a specific slot fill factor and a continuous current density of 14 A/mm2 for 
the copper conductors. Using the estimated turns per phase and a per unitized Eh for a 400 V DC 
bus system, (3.8) and (3.9) can be calculated. The loss coefficients used in (3.10) are predominantly 
material dependent and are kept constant. Further, for a fixed rated current value, the maximum 
torque capability can be easily obtained. However, the optimum current angle γ, is maintained as 
0º for preliminary analysis. It is vital to avoid magnetic saturation of the stator teeth and 
demagnetization of the magnet material at rated current conditions. So, the maximum flux density 
at the stator tooth and rotor PM are kept as constraints. Thus, from the optimization algorithm, best 
design candidates for slot shifting of fractional–slot wound PMSMs for 3–, 5–, 6– and 9–phases 
PMSMs are obtained. 
B. NSGA Based Optimization Approach 
NSGA is a widely implemented elitism based non–dominated sorting method used to rank 
and sort each feasible individual based on a simple crowding distance estimator [22]. Unlike priori 
weight based multi objective optimization methods, NSGA provides a faster non–dominated 
sorting approach with better estimation of pareto fronts [23]. It was observed in [24], that NSGA 
resulted in better optimum values of the objective function when compared to other multi objective 
optimization methods. Further, it was seen that NSGA results in better convergence and 
distribution of solutions, efficient constraint–handling method and relatively faster approach in 
[25]. Thus, NSGA method was chosen in this chapter to select an optimal slot–pole combination 
for slot shifted PMSMs. 
The overall process of the optimization algorithm is detailed as follows and summarized in a 
flowchart shown in Fig. 3.6. For the limits indicated in (3.1), an initial population of various slot–
pole combinations for different phase numbers are created. Then, each individual is ranked and 
sorted based on non–dominated criteria as in (3.14). For instance, a particular individual with 
parameter set, Ωj, will dominate another individual Ωi only if all the objectives for Ωj is not worse 
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than that of Ωi and at least one objective should be better than that of Ωi. Further, after the sorting 
is completed, a simple crowding distance estimator as in (3.15) is used for the objective function 
to determine if a particular individual of a pareto front will be passed over to the successive 
offspring generation. The distance of each individual from every other individual in the population 
is estimated based on the maximum and minimum limits of the objective function, Jmax and Jmin. 
Thus, the most crowded individual is passed to the next generation. This helps to avoid the local 
maxima and hence allows for better distribution of the solution. Subsequently, conventional 
genetic algorithm procedure takes over, where the individuals for the next generation are selected 
and binary crossover and polynomial mutation of the population occurs. Finally, recombination of 
the offspring population and the parent generation results in the next generation. The overall 
procedure is repeated till the population size exceeds the current population size.  
   ji JJ                                                           (3.14) 
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                             (3.15) 
The machine structural and performance parameter limits maintained in this analysis are 
summarized in Table 3.2. The optimal slot–pole combinations obtained for slot shifted fractional–
slot wound PMSMs for 3–, 5–, 6– and 9–phases PMSMs obtained from the NSGA algorithm are 
summarized in Table 3.3. It is important to note that other optimal pareto fronts could exist as well 
for the defined dataset. Furthermore, if a specific parameter is targeted for optimization, for 
example high winding factor or minimized losses, a totally different pareto front and hence a 
different set of optimal slot–pole combination could exist. However, the scope of the chapter is to 
prove that it is possible to expand the design solution for slot–shifted PMSMs by implementing 
unconventional slot numbers as well. Furthermore, this study provides a guideline for machine 
designers to obtain an optimal slot–pole combination for a specific application or a specific target 
performance. 
TABLE 3.2 
MACHINE STRUCTURAL AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETER LIMITS 
Rated Torque 70 Nm Core Material M1929G 
Rated Power 22 kW PM Material NdFeB 35 
Base Speed 3,000 rpm Slot Fill Factor 65% 
Maximum Speed 10,000 rpm Rated Current 78 A 
DC Bus Voltage 400 V Air Gap Length 0.5 mm 




PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTIMAL SLOT–POLE COMBINATIONS 
S p n kw1 THD Tcog Plosses Te/Pcopper 
39 16 3 0.96 1.08 0.78 751 111.4 
15 8 5 0.99 1.17 0.71 722 114.9 
24 14 6 0.99 1.22 0.47 807 115.3 
27 14 9 0.99 1.27 0.3 962 112.3 
Select phase number, n = {3, 5, 6, 9}
Vary slot number, S = ni; i = 1, 2, 3, . . .
For each slot number, vary pole number, 
p = 2i; i = 1, 2, 3, . . . and p < S
Are (1) – (3) satisfied?
Form a parameter set Ωj using (12)
Calculate objective function J(Ωj) as in 
(13) using (4) – (11)
Is the individual 
dominant and crowding 
distance high?
Select individual for genetic 
crossover and mutation




Perform non–dominated sorting 
based on (14) for each individual
Estimate crowding distance using 
(15) for each individual








Fig. 3.6. Flowchart illustrating the NSGA based optimization approach. 
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C. Validation of Optimal Slot–Pole Combination for 3–Phase Slot Shifted PMSM 
In this section, the proposed optimal slot–pole combination for the 3–phase slot shifted PMSM 
is validated using finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental data. To highlight the objective 
of the study, electromagnetic models of a conventional FSCW machine, conventional slot shifted 
PMSM with even slot number and the proposed slot shifted PMSM are developed as shown in Fig. 
3.7 with the winding layout of Phase A highlighted in red. The 16–pole rotor, machine dimensions, 
PM volume and slot fill factor are all kept constant. A conventional interior permanent magnet 
rotor with v–shaped magnets was used for analysis. Table 3.4 summarizes the preliminary 
comparison of the fundamental winding factor, THD and cogging torque. The concentrated wound 
machine with 18 slots and the conventional slot shifted machine with 36 slots have the same LCM 
and hence the same cogging torque. However, the fundamental winding factor of the slot shifted 
machine has improved slightly resulting in reduced THD. On the other hand, the proposed slot 
shifted machine with 39 slots has significantly higher LCM resulting in 3.2% reduction in cogging 
torque while still maintaining the fundamental winding factor similar to the 36 slot machine. Thus, 
it is expected that with improved torque production, the proposed machine should also be capable 
of producing better efficiency and minimized torque ripple and improved operating range. 
Further, to analyze the spatial harmonic contents of the three machines under consideration, 
the no–load induced voltages at rated speed of 3,000 rpm were obtained as shown in Fig. 3.8(a). 
The harmonic spectrum in Fig 3.8(b) is obtained from Fourier transformation of the induced 
voltages. The fundamental component of the 18–slot FSCW machine is slightly higher than the 
slot shifted machines due to increased turns per phase in the machine. However, the trend observed 
in the harmonic spectrum remains the same. It can be seen that the higher order harmonic contents 
of the slot shifted 36–slot and 39–slot machines are always lower than that of the FSCW machine 
indicating better waveform quality. Furthermore, between  
TABLE 3.4 
PERFORMANCE VALIDATION OF OPTIMAL SLOT–POLE COMBINATION FOR 3–PHASE SLOT SHIFTED MACHINE 





0.95 1.09 0.8 
Conventional Slot–
Shifted Machine 
36 0.96 1.1 0.8 
Proposed Slot–
Shifted Machine 




                               (a)                                                        (b)                                                        (c)  
Fig. 3.7. Electromagnetic models developed for the machines analyzed with the Phase A winding layout highlighted 
in red. (a) Conventional 18–slot, 16–pole FSCW PMSM. (b) Conventional slot shifted 36–slot, 16–pole PMSM. (c) 





Fig. 3.8. Comparison of spatial harmonic contents of the concentrated wound 18–slot machine, conventional slot 
shifted 36–slot machine and proposed slot shifted 39–slot machine topologies. (a) No–load induced phase A voltage 
at rated speed of 3,000 rpm. (b) Harmonic spectrum. 
the slot shifted machines, the 5th and 7th order torque ripple producing harmonics of the 39–slot 
machine is significantly lower than that of the 36–slot machine as expected. Although certain 3rd 
order harmonics of the 39–slot machine is higher, these harmonics are eliminated in the line 
voltages like any traction machine. 
The electromagnetic torque capability and the torque ripple contents of the aforementioned 3 
machine configurations were compared as shown in Fig. 3.9. It is important to note that all the 3 






























































Fig. 3.9. Comparison of average electromagnetic torque and torque ripple content of the concentrated wound 18–slot 
machine, conventional slot shifted 36–slot machine and proposed slot shifted 39–slot machine topologies. 
Thus, for the same machine volume, rated voltage and currents, the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole 
machine produces the highest rated torque of 70.7 Nm which is 4% and 2.3% higher than that 
produced by the 18–slot and 36–slot machine respectively. Further, the 18–slot, 36–slot and 
proposed 39–slot machines have a torque ripple content of 10.1%, 9.7% and 9.4% respectively, 
clearly indicating the inherent advantage obtained from the odd slot configuration. Thus, 
considering the advantages obtained from the proposed slot shifted machine configuration in terms 
of various performance characteristics, the 39–slot, 16–pole motor was chosen as the optimal slot–
pole combination for prototyping. 
3.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter, to expand the feasible design solutions for stator slot shifted fractional–slot 
wound PMSMs, investigation of odd slot numbers for n–phase machines was performed. Further, 
a non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm, is implemented for optimal slot–pole selection for 
each phase number. Thus, depending on the target performance requirement, the algorithm is 
implemented to select the optimal slot–pole combination. The following observations were made: 
1. The fundamental winding factor of stator shifted machines is always greater than that of 
concentrated wound machines.  
2. Unlike conventional stator shifting methods with even slot numbers, odd slot numbers result 
in reduced space harmonics, minimum THD and cogging torque. 
3. Odd slot numbers with fractional–slot windings result in higher torque production, reduced 
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Hence, this chapter provides a convenient guideline for designers to select optimal slot–pole 
combinations for a n–phase stator shifted fractional–slot wound PMSM. 
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Novel Star–Delta Winding Configuration with Odd Slots for 
Reduced Space Harmonics Using Winding Function 
4.1. Introduction 
Understanding the necessity to reduce the spatial harmonic contents in fractional–slot wound 
machines, the previous chapter proposed an optimal slot–pole combination for slot–shifted 
winding configurations with reduced end winding material wastage. However, to further minimize 
the torque ripple content in the machine, additional reduction of space harmonics is necessary. 
Compared to existing space harmonic reduction methods, implementing combined star–delta 
windings in fractional–slot wound PMSMs is a viable and effective solution due to their 
practicality, high winding factor, reduced winding losses and no requirement of additional inverter 
for operation [1], [2]. Comprehensive literature exists on the theory and analysis of star–delta 
winding topology in terms of winding connection [3], winding factor calculation [4] and reduction 
of magneto motive force (MMF) spatial harmonics [5], [6]. However, conventional slot–pole 
combinations implemented for star–delta windings are restricted to multiples of 6 only [7], [8], 
since they emulate a conventional 6–phase configuration with 30° displacement between the star 
and delta connected winding sets. Furthermore, due to the inherent turns ratio of √3 between the 
two winding sets, unlike actual 6–phase configurations, certain harmonic orders of 6k±1 are not 
completely eliminated resulting in torque ripple in the machine [9]. Also, implementing such 
topologies in high–speed machines with lower turns per phase can be challenging with such 
restricted applicable slot–pole combinations [10]. Hence, with further investigation on appropriate 
coil and turns distribution among the two winding sets, unconventional design solutions for star–
delta winding topology could be feasible. Thus, in order to utilize the proposed slot–pole 
combination in Chapter 3, this chapter explores the possibility of implementing novel odd slot 
numbers with star–delta winding configuration towards reduced spatial harmonic content, torque 
ripple minimization and improved torque density. 
4.2. Winding Function Based Modeling of Star–delta Winding Configuration 
In case of a 3–phase combined star–delta winding configuration, the total number of coils, q 
within the 60° phase spread are distributed among the star and delta winding sets to obtain the 
required turns ratio of √3. While the two winding sets can be connected in parallel or series, this 
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                                                         (a)                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 4.1. Combined star–delta winding configuration. (a) Star–delta winding sets. (b) Phasor diagram emulating a 
multiphase topology.  
chapter considers only the series connection as shown in Fig. 4.1 as it is more suitable for high–
speed applications and also does not produce any harmful circulating currents as observed in the  
parallel connected topologies [11]. The coil distribution among the two winding sets directly 
affects the spatial harmonic contents in the machine. Winding function provides a graphical 
representation of the phase winding distribution along the stator circumference, θ, indicated by 
(4.1) [12] 
       ccc ttT                                                      (4.1) 
where tc(θ) is the turn’s function which defines the turns enclosed by a flux path within a coil span 
and {tc(θ)} is the average value of the turns function. The winding function is usually represented 
for the base unit of the machine. For both distributed and concentrated windings, with S stator slots 
and p poles, the slot per pole per phase, Q can be represented as a simple fraction with denominator, 
d which represents the number of units the machine can be symmetrically divided into and the 
numerator, M indicates the number of stator slots per phase in a unit.  
dMmpSQ                                                          (4.2) 
In order to obtain equally balanced m–phase voltages, the windings must be symmetrically 
distributed in each unit across the entire machine. This condition is given by (4.3), where for any 









D                                                 (4.3) 
For a balanced m–phase system, the current excitation with kth time harmonic content is given by  
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1sin                                           (4.4) 
where Ik is the peak phase supply current, ω is the electrical supply angular frequency and t is the 
time period. Thus, from the winding function and the input current excitation with kth time 
harmonic order, the ith phase effective MMF distribution, ℑi,k,n,Y∆ along the stator circumference 
with nth spatial harmonic order is given by 
     ttt nkiYnkiYnki ,,, ,,,,,,,,,                                         (4.5) 
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where, the winding factor for the star (Y) and delta (∆) winding sets can be written as in (4.9) and 
(4.10) respectively where qY and qΔ are the coils per phase, TcY
 and TcΔ are the turns per coil, aY 
and aΔ is the number of parallel paths of the star and delta winding sets respectively and χ is the 







































































































wn                             (4.10) 
It is known that the ratio of magnitudes of currents in the delta and the star winding set is √3. 
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Thus, it is imperative that to get a balanced system, the MMF produced by both the winding sets 
must be equal.  














































                              (4.11) 
Therefore, the exact coil distribution for the winding sets can be modeled from (4.11) for a 
balanced system. The above equation allows the possibility of unconventional slot–pole 
combinations capable of satisfying the required turns ratio. It is of significance to note that 
although the star–delta windings emulate a 6–phase topology, the resultant configuration is still a 
3–phase winding which allows exploration of slot–pole combinations which are non–multiples of 
6. Thus, with the elimination of nth spatial harmonic order given by (4.12), the harmonic winding 



























n                                                (4.12) 
Further, it can be observed from (4.11) that, three possible cases of coil distribution arise 
which can satisfy the condition provided the parallel paths in both the winding sets are equal.  
Case 1: The product of q and Tc of the star and delta winding sets must satisfy (4.11) 
TABLE 4.1 
SLOT–POLE ANALYSIS FOR STAR–DELTA WINDINGS 
Stator Slot (S) Pole Pair (p/2) d M 
3v, v = 2z±1, zϵZ All Even Odd 
6v, v = 2z±1, zϵZ 
Odd Odd Odd 
Even Even Odd 
12v, v = 2z±1, zϵZ 




12v, v = 2z, zϵZ 






Case 2: If the coils are equally split among the two sets, turns ratio, Tc∆/TcY is maintained at √3 
Case 3: The turns of both the winding sets are maintained the same as a conventional 3–phase 
wound machine and hence the coil distribution must maintain a ratio of √3 
While case 1 facilitates relatively more design solutions, case 2 might not result in the exact turns 
ratio required and case 3 allows ease of manufacture with no additional copper losses by using the 
same conductors as a conventional 3–phase winding. Thus, further analysis is required to 
understand which possible winding connection results in the least harmonic content and high 
torque density. Depending upon the slot–pole number, the total coils per phase, q, can be even or 
odd thereby affecting the spatial harmonic content. Therefore, Table 4.1 summarizes a slot–pole 
analysis guideline for star–delta windings for all slot numbers including non–multiples of 6. 
4.3. Comparative Performance Investigation of Slot–Pole Combinations for Star–Delta 
Wound PMSMs 
For the purpose of comparative analysis, two PMSMs with the same power ratings, rotor 
structure and similar turns per phase were designed. The structural and performance details of the 
fractional–slot interior PMSMs designed with star–delta windings are shown in Table 4.2. The 
electromagnetic models of the machines as shown in Fig. 4.2, were developed and analyzed at no–
load and rated conditions using finite element analysis. The winding distribution for each case 
study can be modified in the model for both the machines. The first machine is a conventional 36–
slot, 16–pole machine and the second one is the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine. The winding 
distribution for both the machines with possible coil and turns distribution satisfying cases 1 – 3 
were developed using the winding function theory and are summarized in Table 4.3. The total 
harmonic distortion factor (THD) is estimated using (4.13) with the fundamental and harmonic 
winding factors obtained from (4.11). 
TABLE 4.2 
MACHINE STRUCTURAL AND PERFORMANCE DETAILS 
Torque 70 Nm Speed 3,000 rpm 
Stack Length 75 mm Maximum Speed 10,000 rpm 
Stator Diameter 195 mm Rotor Diameter 133 mm 
DC Bus Voltage 400 V Rated Current 78 A 




                                                                 (a)                                              (b) 
Fig. 4.2. Electromagnetic models developed for the fractional–slot wound IPMSMs. (a) Conventional 36–slot, 16–
pole machine. (b) Novel 39–slot, 16–pole machine. 
TABLE 4.3 
COIL DISTRIBUTION AND WINDING FACTORS OF ANALYZED STAR–DELTA WOUND PMSMS 
Parameter 
39–Slot, 16–Pole 36–Slot, 16–Pole 




7 6 5 
12 
8 4 4 




4 4 5 
4 
3 6 6 
Tc∆ 8 6 5 10 5 6 
Fundamental MMF 
Component 
1.24 1.82 1.15 1.3 1.24 1.22 1.22 1.34 













                                                     (4.13) 
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 present the winding function and MMF spectrum analysis in the mechanical 
domain of the 3–phase and star–delta wound configurations for both the slot–pole combinations 
respectively. Since both the machines have 16–poles, the 8th harmonic is the fundamental 
component contributing to the torque production. It can be observed from Fig. 4.4 that, for the 36–
slot machine, only even order harmonics are present while the 39–slot machine has both odd and 
even order harmonics. This is because, the 36–slot machine can be divided into 4 symmetrical 
units while the 39–slot machine is asymmetrical and can be analyzed as one unit only. However, 
the effective THD obtained from the 39–slot machine configuration is lower indicating better 











that of the 36–slot machine. It can be observed from Table 4.3 that while for the proposed 39–slot 
machine, lowest THD of 0.74 is obtained in Case 1, for the conventional 36–slot machine, a THD 





Fig. 4.3. Comparison of winding functions obtained for conventional 3–phase winding and possible star–delta winding 























MMF Harmonic Analysis of 36–Slot Machine
Conventional 3-Phase Winding
Case 1: Turns Ratio = 1.732
Case 2: Coils Distributed Equally





Fig. 4.4. MMF spectrum analysis obtained for conventional 3–phase winding and possible star–delta winding 
configurations. (a) Conventional 36–slot, 16–pole machine. (b) Novel 39–slot, 16–pole machine. 
 
                                                    (a)                                                                                            (b) 
Fig. 4.5. Comparison of torque and torque ripple obtained for the conventional 36–slot, 16–pole machine and the 
proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine. (a) Average torque. (b) Torque ripple. 
component for the 39–slot machine is 0.48 more than that of the 36–slot machine. Thus, it can be 
clearly indicated that odd slot numbers equipped with star–delta windings result in lower spatial 
harmonic content and higher torque density than the even slot counterparts. 
Further, Figs. 4.5(a) and (b) illustrate the average torque and torque ripple components 
respectively obtained from the machine configurations. The 39–slot machine produces 2.04% 
more torque in the 3–phase configuration itself and a 6.5% increase in the star–delta configuration 
for a coil distribution corresponding to Case 1 than the 36–slot machine. The maximum torque 
densities obtained from the 39–slot and 36–slot machines were 6.2 Nm/kg and 5.9 Nm/kg 
respectively for relatively same active machine weight. On the other hand, although not significant 
increase in torque is observed from Cases 2 and 3 for the proposed topology, the torque ripple 
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Conventional 3-Phase Winding
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                                                              (a)                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 4.6. Comparison of saliency ratio and total winding copper losses for the conventional 36–slot, 16–pole machine 
and the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine. (a) Saliency ratio. (b) Total copper losses. 
solutions. Therefore, it can be concluded that it is feasible to design a star–delta wound machine 
with unconventional odd slot numbers with inherent merits including improved torque density and 
low torque ripple. 
Additionally, Fig. 4.6(a) compares the saliency ratio of the two machines for all the winding 
configurations which is calculated from the ratio of q–axis inductance to d–axis inductance. It can 
be seen that maximum saliency ratio is obtained from Case 3 winding configuration for the 39–
slot machine although highest torque is obtained from Case 1 winding configuration. From Figs. 
4.5(a) and 4.6(a), it can be seen that, only when the turns ratio is close to √3 between the star and 
delta winding sets, high torque is produced due to the mutual inductances. However, when  
the required turns ratio is not obtained, major torque production is obtained from the high saliency 
ratio of the machine. Similarly, for the 36–slot machine, maximum saliency is obtained from Case 
3, which is also the winding configuration that produces highest torque. Thus, by modeling the 
coil distribution and saliency ratio, the effective torque production can be improved significantly. 
On the other hand, the odd slot number still produces 13.4% higher saliency ratio when compared 
to the even slot number. 
In order to compare the machine efficiency for all the configurations, only copper losses were 
taken up for analysis, since the machines have the same structure, magnet volume and power 
ratings. Fig. 4.6(b) illustrated the total copper losses for both the slot–pole combinations at a rated 
current of 78 Arms/phase. It can be observed that a maximum copper losses of 0.43 kW was 
obtained from Case 1 for the 39–slot machine and in Case 3 for the 36–slot machine. In both the 













































phase resulting in higher resistance when compared to the other configurations. Thus, due to the 
relatively higher copper losses, the machine efficiency for these winding configurations might be 
slightly lower but compensates with higher torque production. In conclusion, considering various 
performance characteristics, a 39–slot, 16–pole machine with Case 1 winding configuration 
resulting in a turns ratio of √3 produces high torque density, lower space harmonics, reduced torque 
ripple, relatively high saliency ratio and target rated efficiency making it highly suitable for 
traction application. 
4.4. Performance Validation of Proposed 39–Slot, 16–Pole Star–Delta Wound PMSM 
The electromagnetic model developed for the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine with a coil 
distribution resulting in a turns ratio of √3 as in case 1 is shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and the internal 
winding distribution is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). A conventional v–shaped interior PM rotor was 
chosen for analysis. A coil pitch of 2 was obtained for the chosen slot–pole combination resulting 
in short end windings and minimal material wastage. The machine was connected in a 3–phase 
configuration with 7 coils per phase in the star winding set and 6 coils per phase in the delta 
winding set. In order to verify the waveform quality, Fourier transformation was applied on the 
no–load induced voltages obtained at low operating speeds to identify any inherent harmonic 
contents in the machine. Fig. 4.8(a) illustrates the 3–phase near sinusoidal no–load voltage 
waveforms at low speed and the spatial harmonic spectrum of the phase induced voltages is 
indicated in Fig. 4.8(b). It can be observed that while the fundamental torque producing component 
is high, the higher harmonic orders have very low magnitudes indicating good waveform quality. 
Further, at full load conditions with an input current of 78 Arms/phase, the machine provides  
     
                                                        (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig 4.7. Developed prototype of the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole star–delta wound interior PMSM. (a) Overall structure. 











Fig. 4.8. 3–phase no–load voltages obtained from the developed 39–slot, 16–pole machine at low operating speed to 
identify spatial harmonic contents. (a) Induced phase voltage waveforms. (b) Spatial harmonic spectrum contents. 
 
Fig. 4.9. Continuous and peak torque and power–speed characteristics obtained for the novel 39–slot, 16–pole machine 
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                                                (a)                                                                                     (b) 
Fig. 4.10. Efficiency maps obtained for the developed 39–slot, 16–pole machine. (a) Under continuous operating 
characteristics with input current of 78 A rms/phase. (b) Under peak operating characteristics with input current of 
200 A rms/phase. 
an average torque of 70.2 Nm with 9.4% torque ripple validating the analysis observed in section 
4.3. Fig. 4.9 shows the motor torque and power speed characteristics obtained for a continuous 
current of 78 A and a peak current of 200 A. The machine is capable of operating up to a maximum 
speed of 10,000 rpm with a constant power speed range of 3.25. Further, Figs. 4.10(a) and (b) 
illustrate the efficiency maps of the machine under continuous and peak operating characteristics 
respectively. A rated efficiency of 97.2% was observed under continuous operating characteristics 
while a rated efficiency of 96.3% was observed at peak operating characteristics. Therefore, the 
proposed winding topology satisfy all the required performance characteristics and has significant 
advantages over the conventional winding topology. 
4.5. Conclusions 
While existing literature on star–delta windings is restricted to even slot numbers which are 
multiples of 6, this chapter analyzes unconventional odd slot numbers towards improved torque 
density, low spatial harmonics and reduced torque ripple. Winding function for fractional–slot 
windings was implemented to obtain various possible coil distributions between the star and delta 
connected winding sets for any slot–pole combination for reduced space harmonics. It was observed 
that odd slot numbers with a coil distribution resulting in a turns ratio of √3 produces improved 
torque density when compared to the conventional slot numbers due to increased mutual 
inductances between the two winding sets. Although the saliency ratio obtained for such winding 
distribution is relatively low, the 5th and 7th harmonic orders in the machine are significantly reduced 
resulting in low torque ripple. A permanent magnet synchronous machine with the proposed star–
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delta winding configuration was developed and its performance characteristics were validated. 
Furthermore, the feasibility of other possible coil distributions for unconventional slot–pole 
combinations for star–delta windings leads to more design solutions with low torque ripple and 
improved machine efficiency. Thus, this chapter provides a guideline for selection and analysis of 
suitable slot–pole combinations and coil distribution for star–delta winding topologies for various 
performance targets. 
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Novel Coupled Electromagnetic and Thermal Model Incorporating 
Current Harmonics for PMSMs 
5.1. Introduction 
With advent in permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) structure and inverter 
topologies, accurate parameter determination is of significance for high–performance control, 
analysis and making critical decisions on inter–dependent design parameter variations for machine 
optimization. However, the machine parameters including permanent magnet (PM) flux linkage 
and dq–axis inductances vary during operation with machine nonlinearities such as magnetic 
saturation, temperature rise, and introduction of spatial and time harmonic contents contributing 
towards inaccuracies during machine parameter determination resulting in inefficient motor 
operation [1] – [3]. Therefore, an accurate motor model which is computationally inexpensive and 
easier to implement is of prime importance. While classical dq–axis modeling fails to 
accommodate non–sinusoidal winding distributions [4] and effects of temperature rise [5], [6], 
finite element analysis is computationally expensive and coupling of electromagnetic and thermal 
analysis including current harmonics becomes complex [7]. Therefore, in this paper, a novel 
magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) model incorporating effects of temperature rise and current 
harmonics has been developed for parameter determination of PMSMs. A lumped thermal model 
is implemented to determine the temperatures at each point of the machine. The proposed coupled 
electromagnetic and thermal model has been validated for various operating conditions of a high–
speed, fractional–slot distributed wound (FSDW) traction PMSM available in the laboratory with 
finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental investigations. 
5.2. Coupled Electromagnetic and Thermal Analysis of Fractional–Slot Wound PMSMs 
using Magnetic Equivalent Circuit 
In order to study parameter variations due to electromagnetic nonlinearities such as magnetic 
saturation, flux leakage and slotting effects, a comprehensive magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) 
model as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a) is developed and implemented. In case of motor laminations 
including the stator core (1/Rsy), stator tooth (1/Rst) and rotor yoke (1/Rry), the permeances 
estimated at every operating point are inherently non–linear and is a function of flux flowing 
through the element respectively. Thus, magnetic saturation in such regions can be represented in 
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where Ms is the saturation magnetization, α represents the intensity of inter–domain coupling and 
a is a material parameter controlling the shape of the magnetization curve. To solve such non–
linear permeances, numerical methods are employed to estimate the flux at each node of MEC for 
every operating point. 
Additionally, air–gap permeance modeling takes into account the stator slotting effect by only 
considering the overlapping region of the stator and rotor teeth along the entire circumferential 
position as in (5.4). Where wst and wrt are the stator and rotor tooth widths respectively, wso is the 
stator slot opening, Dsi is the stator inner diameter, Dro is the rotor outer diameter, Lst is the stack 
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                                                     (5.5) 
Further, the stator slot leakage (Rsσ) and rotor inter–pole leakage reluctances (Rrσ) are 
estimated and incorporated in the model based on the structural data of the PMSM. Moreover, the 
increase in air–gap permeance due to fringing flux is also determined using the coefficient of 
































0                                                (5.6) 
Thus, all the machine electromagnetic nonlinearities are integrated within reluctance modeling of 
MEC itself. The effective magneto motive force (mmf) in the air–gap relates both the spatial 
harmonic contents of order n, resulting from winding distribution and the time harmonics of order 
k, produced by current excitations. Therefore, parameter variations due to the presence of 
harmonics can be modeled by using winding mmf as shown in (5.7) as the input to the developed 
MEC, where ω is the angular speed, m is the number of phases of the machine, τp is the pole pitch, 
Tp is the turns per pole, Ik is the peak current amplitude of k
th order in each phase and cp is  
     


















































































































,                                            (5.8) 
the coil pitch of the machine. Thus, the model can be implemented for non–sinusoidal winding 
distributions such as fractional slot winding configurations as well.  
Consequently, after all the machine permeances (G), input winding mmf and PM fluxes are 
estimated, the effective air gap flux (ϕ) can be estimated as (5.9). Further, using node potential 
method, the magnetic potential (u) at each node and hence the fluxes flowing through each element 
can be calculated as  














,                                                         (5.9) 
Thus, using the estimated fluxes and magnetic potentials, the machine parameters can be 













































































                                  (5.10) 
where θe is the electrical angle occupied by each slot and q is the coils per phase. In order to obtain 
the dq–axis inductances, conventional transformation equations can be implemented [10]. The 
phase flux linkage (λ), the flux matrix obtained from (5.9) can be related to the turns per phase 
matrix (Mtp) as (5.11). The back–emf of the machine at a particular operating frequency (f), can be 
obtained using the flux linkage matrix. 
 tpM                                                              (5.11) 
The machine parameters estimated using (5.10) and (5.11) includes all electromagnetic 
nonlinearities and effects of space and time harmonics. However, in order to include effects of 
temperature, it is of importance to detect the operating temperature at each load point and account 
for parameter variations thus incurred. Hence, a lumped parameter thermal network as illustrated 
in Fig. 5.1(b) is implemented. Using the machine fluxes and magnetic potentials obtained from 
(5.9), the machine losses at each node (Q) can be obtained, which are used as input to the thermal 
model. Depending upon the mode of heat transfer at each node of the machine, the thermal 
resistances (Rh) are estimated for conduction or convection. Heat transfer due to radiation is 
ignored for ease of computation. Thus, similar to the MEC, the temperature at each node, T, can 
be calculated using nodal analysis as  











                                                         (5.12) 
Further, to integrate increase in temperature, T, with the magnetic properties of the material, 
the magnetic permeability (μ) of the material and hence the magnetic reluctance of each part of 
the machine is updated using (5.13) – (5.15) [11] 
     
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Modeling of  permeances including saturation (1)
Include effects of stator slotting and 
leakage (2) – (6)
Calculate input mmf including harmonics (7) – (8)
Perform nodal analysis for parameter 
determination (10) – (11)
Calculate machine losses and determine 
node temperature (12)
Update material permeability with 
temperature (13) – (15)
Determine spatial distribution using Fw (10)
 
(c) 
Fig. 5.1. Developed model for coupled electromagnetic and thermal analysis of PMSM. (a) Magnetic equivalent 
circuit. (b) Lumped thermal model. (c) Flowchart representing the overall procedure for parameter determination 
including all machine nonlinearities. 
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where Br is the remnant flux density of the material, T0 is the ambient temperature, α1, α2, β1 and 
β2 are material property dependent coefficients, Bi and Hi are the intrinsic operating point on the 
BH–curve and μr is the relative permeability of the material. Hence, for every operating 
temperature obtained from the thermal model, a complete electromagnetic analysis using MEC as 
shown from (5.1) – (5.11) must be performed iteratively to obtain a coupled thermal and 
electromagnetic analysis of the machine under investigation. The developed iterative procedure 
using the model is illustrated in Fig. 5.1(c) and the parameters thus obtained will include effects 
of all machine nonlinearities. Using the machine parameters estimated from the model, the 
electromagnetic torque (Te) can be calculated from [12] 





max,                                          (5.16) 
5.3. Validation of Proposed Magnetic Equivalent Circuit Model Using FEA and 
Experimental Investigations 
In order to verify the proposed model, a 27–slot, 6–pole, 45 kW fractional–slot distributed 
wound traction IPMSM existing in the laboratory is taken up for investigation. A laboratory 
electric powertrain tester with a 130 kW dynamometer was used to run the motor. RT–lab 
controller along with an IGBT inverter were implemented to perform a field–oriented current 
control of the traction motor. The complete experimental setup used for experimental 
investigations is shown in Fig. 5.2. Further, to validate the proposed analytical model, an 
electromagnetic model of the traction IPMSM was developed and analyzed using FEA. It can be 
observed from Fig. 5.3 that the no–load induced voltage at the machine’s rated speed of 3,000 rpm  
 
                                          (a)                                                   (b) 
Fig. 5.2. Laboratory traction IPMSM used for experimental investigation. (a) Field–oriented current control using RT–
lab and IGBT inverter. (b) Traction IPMSM coupled to laboratory electric powertrain tester dynamometer. 
Inverter 












Fig. 5.3. Comparative analysis of no–load induced voltage of laboratory IPMSM at rated speed of 3,000 rpm and room 
temperature. (a) Voltage waveform. (b) Harmonic spectrum based on winding distribution. 
obtained from back–emf test, FEA and the proposed analytical model are in close agreement. The 
corresponding harmonic spectrum denotes the spatial harmonic distribution due to the winding  
configuration of the machine. As seen from Fig. 5.3(b), due to odd slot number and fractional–slot 
winding, all high frequency components are cancelled and only fifth order component is present. 
The fundamental component is close to the peak voltage value observed in Fig. 5.3(a). In the 
proposed model, these harmonics will be modeled using the winding function as denoted in (5.10). 
In order to understand the variation of machine parameters namely PM flux linkage (λpm), d– 
and q–axis inductances (Ld, Lq), analysis was done at varying load conditions and increasing 
operating temperatures. Initially, λpm was analyzed and since, under loading conditions, the flux 
linkage is the effective air–gap flux linkage, only 3 points were observed and indicated in Fig. 5.4. 
Clearly, with increasing load, the effective flux linkage will increase to produce useful torque. In 







































Fig. 5.4. Variation of PM flux linkage at 3,000 rpm. (a) With increasing load. (b) With increasing temperature. 
condition, in this case, 40 Nm at 3,000 rpm and the temperature was deliberately allowed to 
increase by switching off the coolant supply. Once, the desired temperature at the stator windings 
was observed, the load to the system was shut off and the back emf waveforms were noted. Figs. 
5.4(a) and (b) illustrate close agreement in data obtained from experimental analysis and the 
analytical model highlighting the accuracy of the estimated parameters. A deterioration of phase 
flux linkage with increase in temperature can be observed due to demagnetization of PM flux. In 
case of λpm, the accuracy observed is more obvious because MEC directly takes into account the 
material properties for calculation of flux and hence any minor change in operating condition is 
directly reflected. Since, the induced emf can be obtained as a derivative of the flux linkage, the 
profile will be the same. 
Similarly, the variation of inductances at various loading conditions at the rated speed was 























































calculated using (5.10). The input current harmonics of order 6k observed in the experiment were 
incorporated in the model using (5.7). Knowing the current control angle, the phase inductances 
were transformed to Ld and Lq in the proposed model. As the current increases, the inductances 
tend to reduce and saturate. The comparative analysis of results obtained from experiments and 
the proposed model are shown in Figs. 5.5(a) and (b). The average difference between 
experimental and calculated data are 0.22 μH and 0.33 μH respectively for Ld and Lq. The slightly 
higher variation in Lq can be attributed to the current angle since q–axis current is the torque–
producing component, in practical conditions, it is more prone to current harmonic variation. On 
the other hand, variation of inductances with temperature is shown in Fig. 5.6. Since Ld lies along 
the flux path of the magnet, the inductance values tend to remain constant till relatively higher 
temperatures and then tends to deteriorate as observed in Fig. 5.6. A deviation of 0.38 μH and 0.25 




























































Fig. 5.6. Variation of inductances with temperature. 
 
                                                           (a)                                                                      (b) 
Fig. 5.7. Variation of electromagnetic torque at 3,000 rpm. (a) With increasing load. (b) With increasing temperature 
for an input current of 95 A. 
from experimental and calculated data are observed at higher temperatures, the model is still within 
the acceptable range. Further, using the parameters obtained, Te was estimated and compared with 
experimental data as shown in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that although the torque obtained from the 
analytical model at varying loads is close to the experimental data, under varying temperature 
conditions there are some discrepancies. An average percentage error of 2.6% was observed. 
Although the percentage error is minimum, it can be avoided if detailed and accurate information 
about the material properties were obtained. Thus, the proposed model can be applied for both 
machine development as well as performance evaluation of a PMSM. 
5.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter, a coupled electromagnetic and thermal model employing magnetic equivalent 
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nonlinearities, temperature effects and harmonic contents was developed and validated for a 
laboratory traction IPMSM. The model can be applied to PMSMs with non–sinusoidal winding 
also. The major advantage of the proposed model is that, it can be universally applied to design 
and analyze even multiphase machines, low speed and high speed motors incorporating innovative 
materials for the required performance objective. Thus, using the proposed model, accurate 
modeling and control of motor drive system can be implemented. Further, using the proposed 
model, critical decisions on inter–dependent design parameter variations for machine optimization 
can be made. Thus, in the subsequent chapters, using the proposed analytical model, an optimal 
rotor structure for the selected stator winding configuration will be developed for improved torque 
density, reduced magnet volume, improved rated efficiency and extended operating range. 
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Pareto ACO Based Optimal Design of Hybrid IPM Rotor for 
Improved Torque Density and Extended Speed Range 
6.1. Introduction 
Based on the analysis performed in Chapter 4, it can be observed that star–delta windings are 
widely implemented towards reduction of space harmonics in fractional–slot wound permanent 
magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs). However, existing literature is limited to topologies with 
near sinusoidal rotor magneto motive force (MMF) distribution such as induction machines and 
surface mounted PMSMs, thereby limiting the machine’s torque capability and maximum 
operating speed making them unsuitable for high–speed application [1] – [3]. While analysis of 
multi–phase fractional–slot interior PMSMs (IPMSMs) have been conducted [4], [5], according to 
the authors knowledge, no studies have been performed on the IPMSM rotor design for star–delta 
winding configuration. Unlike surface PMSMs, IPMSM rotors have non–sinusoidal magneto 
motive force (MMF) distribution and hence result in some additional harmonics in the air–gap. 
Thus, accurate modeling of the rotor structure is imperative such that the MMF harmonic orders 
from the rotor aid the stator winding harmonics towards useful torque production. Therefore, in an 
effort to maximize the torque density and extend the operating speed range, this chapter presents 
a coupled winding function and magnetic circuit based modeling of IPMSM for star–delta winding 
configuration. The stator configuration is modeled using winding function considering stator 
slotting effects for minimum spatial harmonic contents. The magnetic equivalent circuit model 
elaborated in Chapter 5, considering all machine non–linearities is implemented to obtain the 
baseline salient rotor topology which exploits the stator space harmonics for high torque density. 
However, to obtain maximum saliency and extended operating range, the d– and q–axis flux paths 
including the magnet area and flux barrier area must be optimized. Consequently, a Pareto Ant 
Colony optimization (ACO) is implemented to obtain the optimal rotor structure for the star–delta 
winding configuration. Comprehensive performance analysis in terms of torque and power–speed 
characteristics over entire operating range, machine losses, saliency and overall spatial harmonic 
contents of the optimized machine will be presented. 
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6.2. Winding Function Based Modeling of Star–Delta Windings for Reduced Space 
Harmonics 
For a series connected star–delta winding topology as seen in Fig. 6.1(a) with fractional–slot 
windings, having S stator slots and p poles, the slot per pole per phase, Q can be represented as a 
simple fraction. The denominator, d and the numerator, M are the number of poles and stator slots 
per phase respectively in one unit the machine can be symmetrically divided into, referred to as 
the base unit. Thus, for an m–phase machine, the total number of slots in the base unit contributing 
towards 180º of an electrical cycle will be mM [6]. 
dMmpSQ                                                          (6.1) 
Further, to obtain equally balanced m–phase voltages, the windings must be symmetrically 
distributed in each unit across the entire machine. This condition is satisfied only if for any integral 








D                                                 (6.2) 
From Fig. 6.1(b), it is seen that the configuration is similar to a 6–phase configuration with the 
winding sets displaced by 30°. Therefore, existing literature restricts the slot numbers of star–delta 
windings to multiples of 6. However, the overall machine is still operated as a 3–phase machine 
and hence, this chapter presents a generalized approach to implement unconventional odd slot 
numbers which are multiples of 3 resulting in further reduced MMF harmonics and torque ripple.  
The total number of coils per phase in a unit, q = M, must be distributed as qY and qΔ for the 
star and delta winding sets, respectively. The corresponding nth harmonic winding factors 
including the stator slotting effect can be obtained as follows: 
     
                                                             (a)                                                          (b) 











































































































dn                              (6.5) 
where Tc is the turns per coil, a is the number of parallel paths, kdn is the distribution factor, kpn is 
the pitch factor, N is the number of slots by which the windings are chorded, kχ is the slot opening 
factor and χ is the slot opening angle and the subscripts Y and ∆ indicate the star and delta winding 
sets, respectively. The harmonic orders of the winding factors are always odd orders where the 
fundamental torque producing component is n = p/2 and slot harmonic orders (ns) as in (6.6) have 
the same magnitude of kw as the fundamental order [7]. 
  3.2,1,12  jpSjns                                              (6.6) 
It can be observed from (6.3)–(6.5) that, the star and delta winding sets have 5 degrees of freedom 
namely, Tc, q, a, N and χ which can be modified individually to reduce one specific harmonic order 
and obtain a balanced 3–phase system. Thus, the effective winding factor can be written as in (6.7). 
  npndnnYpnYdnYwnY kkkkkkk                                         (6.7) 
The primary objective is to obtain maximum fundamental winding factor and minimize all higher 
order harmonic winding factors for better induced voltage waveform quality.  
The exact coil distribution between winding sets is obtained from the MMF distribution 
modeled using the winding function. Winding function is a graphical representation of conductor 
distribution of a phase winding spread across the air gap circumference, θr for a base unit [8] 
      rcrcrc ttT                                                   (6.8) 
where tc(θr) is the turn’s function which defines the turns enclosed by a flux path within a coil span 
and {tc(θr)} is the average value of the turns function. Using Fourier series expansion of the 
winding function, for any slot–pole combination, the per phase stator MMF distribution can be 
obtained. Thus, for a balanced m–phase system, the current excitations with k time harmonic orders 
are given by  
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1sin                                          (6.9) 
where, Ik is the peak phase supply current, ω is the electrical supply angular frequency and t is the 
time period. Thus, from the winding function and the input current excitation, the per phase MMF 
distribution along the stator circumference with nth spatial harmonic order for a 3–phase 









































































,                                             (6.11) 
It is known that the ratio of magnitudes of currents in the delta and the star winding set is √3. Thus, 
to get a balanced system, the coil distribution can be modeled as (6.12) to obtain equal MMF in 
both the star and delta winding sets. Thereafter, (6.10) and (6.11) can be modified to obtain the 
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     ttt YY ,,,                                                 (6.16) 
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The positive and negative sequence components of the MMF for the ith phase, kth and nth time 
and spatial harmonic orders respectively can be obtained by rearranging (6.10) as 
     




































































































































              (6.17) 
where the first term in (6.17) indicates the positive sequence component and the second term is 
the negative sequence component of the stator MMF. For a balanced system, the net stator MMF 
must be zero and hence, the positive and negative sequence components within each phase must 






                                                            (6.18) 
For a fundamental time harmonic component and a 3–phase system, the above condition is 
satisfied only when n = 6j ± 1, j = 0, 1, 2, ..∞. Using trigonometric identities, it can be proven that, 
similarly, for a star–delta winding with a fundamental current harmonic order, the spatial harmonic 


























n                                               (6.19) 
Thus, in order to eliminate the nth order spatial harmonic component, the above condition must be 
satisfied. Correspondingly, the harmonic winding factor in (6.7) reduces and the fundamental 
component increases resulting in improved waveform quality denoted by total harmonic distortion 
(THD) in (6.20). Further, since the parasitic harmonics are minimized, the unit current required to 

















PROPOSED MACHINE STRUCTURAL AND PERFORMANCE DETAILS 
Target Torque 70 Nm Coils/phase 13 
Target Base Speed 3,000 rpm Stator Diameter 195 mm 
Slots (S) 39 Stack Length 75 mm 
Poles (p) 16 Rotor Diameter 133 mm 
DC Bus Voltage 400 V DC Rated Current 78 A 
qY 7 q∆ 6 
TcY 4 Tc∆ 8 
kwY∆ 0.9888 THD 1.28 
 
Fig. 6.2. Winding function obtained for the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine with star–delta winding configuration. 
 
Fig. 6.3. MMF spectrum analysis obtained for the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole machine with star–delta winding 
configuration. 
Using the proposed approach, a novel 39–slot, 16–pole traction PMSM is designed for a 
laboratory–scale specifications indicated in Table 6.1. The coil distribution and winding details 
are also highlighted in the table. The winding function obtained for the 39–slot, 16–pole star–delta 
wound machine is indicated in Fig. 6.2 and the corresponding winding MMF harmonics is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Since the machine has an even pole pair, certain even order MMF harmonic 
Fundamental 
Component, n = p/2 
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orders can be observed. However, due to the odd slot number, the magnitudes of all the harmonic 
orders are significantly reduced. Using (6.19), it can be seen that the 5th and 7th order harmonics 
are significantly low, aiding to torque ripple minimization. Thus, the design of a salient rotor is 
taken up to utilize the stator winding harmonics and further maximize the torque production. 
6.3. Magnetic Equivalent Circuit Model Based Design of Salient Rotor Considering 
Machine Non–linarites 
The machine parameters contributing to torque production depend on both the winding 
function and rotor flux distribution. Conventional machine modeling techniques assume the rotor 
flux density to be either a sinusoidal or trapezoidal function [9], [10] resulting in inaccurate torque 
computation. However, this chapter implements a comprehensive magnetic equivalent circuit 
model considering all machine non–linearities such as magnetic saturation, flux leakage and 
slotting effects to design the salient rotor structure and compute the torque capability accurately. 
Thus, for the structural details indicated in Table 6.1, the model was developed as shown in Fig. 
6.4 for the base unit of the machine. The machine structure is assigned 5 nodes as seen in the 
figure, namely, the stator yoke, stator tooth, air gap, permanent magnets (PMs), and rotor yoke for 
analysis. Further, using the node potential method, for known machine permeances, G, input 
winding MMF and flux sources, the magnetic potential, u at each node and hence the effective 
torque–producing flux component can be calculated as 
    uG                                                            (6.21) 
The stator tooth flux, φst is obtained from the tooth MMF, Fst which is dictated by the winding 
function, modeled in the previous section and the phase currents. Thus, a MMF transform matrix, 















                                           (6.22) 
where i is a column matrix of the order m and has the details of the phase currents in the machine. 
To convert the phase currents to individual coil currents in each phase relating to the winding 
function, the coil current matrix Mcc of the order mMxm is obtained. Furthermore, the turn details 
of each coil in each phase for both the star and delta winding sets as indicated in Fig. 6.2 is 
represented in matrix form through Mtc. Subsequently, using the coil currents and the obtained 
turns per coil, the individual tooth MMF, Mtmmf is estimated using the slot ampere–turns matrix, 




Fig. 6.4. Developed magnetic equivalent circuit model for design of salient rotor considering all machine non–
linearities. 
structure by relating the phase currents with the stator tooth MMF. 
Similarly, the flux transform matrix, wꞌ, is developed to give a direct connection between the 













                                                   (6.23) 
where, the coil flux matrix, Mcf relates the individual tooth fluxes with the coil fluxes. The phase 
flux matrix, Mpf provides information from the winding function as to which coils form a particular 
phase and the winding topology using the turns per phase matrix, Mtp. Thus, both (6.22) and (6.23) 
are used to solve the system of equations obtained from the magnetic equivalent circuit and hence 
calculate the resultant torque producing air gap flux waveform and its harmonic components.  
In this thesis, v–shaped IPM rotor topology is considered as the baseline due to its high 
saliency and torque capability [11]. Thus, each embedded PM pole is partitioned into j number of 
segments to accurately obtain the air gap flux waveform. From the material properties (µr) and 
inherent remnant flux density, Br, the PM flux, φpm,r for a particular magnet volume can be 
estimated. Hence, from the rotor side, j constant flux sources will contribute towards the air gap 
flux density. Depending on the magnet volume, the PM reluctance, ℜPM varies and directly affects 
the air gap flux waveform. The incorporation of machine non–linearities in the model has been 
previously reported by the author in [12]. Hence, after modeling the physical structure, for known 
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                                                    (6.24) 
Thus, the effect of the non–sinusoidal MMF distribution from the fractional–slot windings are 
taken into account by wꞌꞌ. Furthermore, the variable reluctance function obtained from the magnetic 
circuit model attributes for the non–sinusoidal PM flux density from the salient rotor. Thus, the 
effective torque equation for the IPM salient rotor is written as [13] 
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Where the flux linkage waveform is estimated as a result of both the winding function, Tc and the 
PM flux density, Bpm as [14] 
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where Dg is the effective diameter along the air gap and Lst is the machine’s active length. Further, 
using Park’s transformation matrix, k [15], the dq–axis inductances, Ld and Lq can be obtained 
from the self–inductance, Lph and mutual inductances, Mph, as  
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Where Tc,a and Tc.b are the winding functions of phases a and b, respectively, µ0 is the absolute 
permeability, lg is the effective air gap length and ℜ is the effective reluctance function of the flux 
path with respect to rotor position obtained from the developed magnetic circuit model which 
includes reluctances from all the nodes indicated in Fig. 6.4. Further, from Fourier transformation 
of the Bpm waveform, the rotor spatial harmonic contents can be obtained. Additionally, the 
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characteristic current, Ich, obtained from λpm/Ld, defines the constant power region of a PMSM 
[16]. Thus, by modifying the machine structure, magnet volume and orientation, the corresponding 
rotor space harmonics, machine parameters and hence the torque production and operating range 
can be modeled as seen from (6.25)–(6.29). 
Thus, using the above model and the proposed star–delta winding configuration, the 
electromagnetic model of a baseline machine as shown in Fig. 6.5 was developed. The rotor flux 
density waveform obtained from the model and the corresponding rotor space harmonics obtained 
are illustrated in Figs. 6.6(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 6.6(a) shows that the flux density values 
obtained from the analytical magnetic circuit model and finite element analysis (FEA) are in close 
agreement. The Lph waveform for phase a and the Mph waveform between phases a and b are shown 
in Fig. 6.7(a) and hence, the torque waveform obtained is shown in Fig. 6.7(b). The corresponding 
Ld, Lq and average torque values obtained from the machine along with structural and material 
details implemented are summarized in Table 6.2. 
 
Fig. 6.5. Electromagnetic model of the developed baseline machine with IPM rotor and star–delta winding at rated 
condition of 78 Arms/phase and 3,000 rpm. 
TABLE 6.2 
BASELINE MACHINE STRUCTURAL AND PERFORMANCE DETAILS 
Electric Steel M19 29G PM NdFeB 
Magnet Width 20 mm Magnet Height 3.5 mm 
Shaft Diameter 75 mm Air Gap Length 1 mm 
Average Torque 70.2 Nm Torque Ripple 9.4 % 
Ld 459 µH Lq 634 µH 





                              
(b) 
Fig. 6.6. Rotor flux density obtained from the proposed magnetic equivalent circuit model and FEA at rated condition 
of 78 Arms/phase and 3,000 rpm. (a) Bpm with respect to rotor position. (b) Rotor spatial harmonic contents. 
On comparison of Figs. 6.3 and .6.6(b), it can be observed that almost all harmonic orders of 
both the stator MMF and rotor flux density space harmonics are along the same direction 
contributing towards effective torque production. However, from Table 6.2, it can be seen that 
although the machine is capable of achieving the set targets, the saliency ratio (Lq/Ld) is only 1.38 
with a high torque ripple of 9.4%. Further, the torque density of the machine is limited to 5.55 
Nm/kg which can be improved by reducing the unutilized rotor steel weight as seen from the flux 
path in Fig. 6.5. Further, the machine’s operating range is also restricted as Ich obtained is lower 
than the rated current. Therefore, this calls for an optimization technique to design the effective d– 
and q–axis flux paths in the salient rotor for improved torque density, minimum torque ripple and 
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Fig. 6.7. Performance characteristics of the baseline machine at rated conditions of 78 Arms/phase and 3,000 rpm 
obtained from the magnetic circuit model. (a) Self and mutual inductance waveforms. (b) Instantaneous torque 
waveform. 
6.4. Pareto ACO Based Optimal Design of Salient IPM Rotor with Star–Delta Windings 
A. Criteria for Rotor Design Optimization 
The baseline machine in the previous section has undesirable characteristics such as high 
torque ripple, relatively low torque density and low Ich, restricting the operating range. Therefore, 
flux barriers along the d–axis flux path are introduced to reduce Ld and hence improve saliency 
and torque density. However, this may result in either introduction or minimization of rotor spatial 
harmonic orders which may not aid the stator spatial harmonic orders for torque production. In 
that case, to compensate for torque reduction, if the magnet volume is increased, Ld and Lq increase, 
leading to reduction of machine saliency. Further, while introduction of flux barriers results in 
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Fig. 6.8. Design variables used for optimizing the IPMSM rotor structure. 
operating range. Thus, to satisfy all the design targets, the best solution would be to optimize the 
reluctance function, ℜ(θr), and individually design the d– and q–axis flux paths including the flux 
barriers. In order to obtain accurate results and reduce the complexity, only the rotor reluctances 
in ℜ(θr) will be considered for optimization. Thus, considering all the design challenges 
highlighted, the multi–objective optimization can be summarized as: i) maximize torque density 
(f1); ii) maximize machine saliency (f2); and iii) minimize torque ripple (f3).  
For the baseline machine in Fig. 6.5, the winding topology, stator structure and rotor outer 
diameter are kept constant. A spoke shaped flux barrier is used to reduce torque ripple in the 
machine [17]. Thus, including the shaft diameter, magnet dimensions, placement and flux barrier 
area, a total of 10 rotor structural parameters influencing each of the objectives are taken as the 
design variables as indicated in Fig. 6.8. The major constraints include obtaining the required rotor 
spatial harmonic orders, maintaining the Ich close to the rated current to maximize the operating 
range, and avoiding magnetic saturation of the rotor core material. Thus, subject to these 
constraints, the overall objective function can be obtained as 
  
  
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                                                       (6.33) 
   2121 ,,,,,,,,, BBOOhwhwDg bbmagmagprir                          (6.34) 
where all the objective functions, f, are a function of the design variable vector, υ, p is the prior 
weight of each objective function, Amag, Arotor and Ab are the areas of the magnet, rotor steel and 
flux barrier, respectively and similarly, ϑ is a material dependent constant for each area. 
B. Pareto Ant Colony based Multiple Objective Optimization 
Pareto ant colony optimization is a population–based metaheuristic technique suitable for 
multi–objective optimization [18], [19]. This technique is preferred over other metaheuristic 
methods such as genetic algorithm and simulated annealing methods due to the following merits 
[20], [21]: i) ease of implementation and better performance; ii) capable of handling multiple 
objectives with constraints; and iii) applicable to dynamic problems where additional heuristic 
information is included. Thus, for the range of design variables in Table 6.3, pareto ACO is 
implemented to select the optimal design solution while the magnetic equivalent circuit is used to 
evaluate each objective function for the design candidates. 
The overall optimization procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. First, the star–delta winding 
distribution is modeled using (6.3)–(6.20). Using the design variable range in Table 6.3, an initial 
design population, S1 is created within the feasible solution space. For each design candidate, x, 
each of the individual objectives is estimated using the magnetic circuit model and the overall 
objective function as in (6.33) is calculated. Contrary to other metaheuristic algorithms, pareto 
ACO constructs the design population using a probabilistic technique based on the pheromone 
factor, η and a heuristic attractiveness factor, к. Thus, the probability of a design candidate xj to be 












jxP                                                      (6.35) 
where α and β are parameters to control the influence of кi and ηi, respectively. The probability is 




OPTIMIZATION DESIGN VARIABLE RANGE 
Dri [mm] 80 – 100 hb [mm] 1 – 3 
τp [mm] 20 – 26 O1 [mm] 3 – 15 
wmag [mm] 15 – 23 O2 [mm] 1 – 15 
hmag [mm] 2 – 5 B1 [mm] 0.5 – 2 
wb [mm] 10 – 20 B2 [mm] 0.5 – 2 
Modeling of star-delta windings for reduced 
space harmonics using (3) – (20)
Calculate the MMF transform matrix, w" and 
flux transform matrix, w' using (22) and (23) 
Define υ, p, α, β, к, and η 
1. Select a design candidate, xj
2. Develop magnetic circuit model for xj
3. Estimate f1 – f3 using (30) – (32)
Evaluate кj, ηj and 
P(xj) using (35)
Is aggregate value of ηj 



















Fig. 6.9. Pareto ACO design procedure to obtain the optimal IPMSM for improved torque density and reduced space 
harmonics. 
compared to a preset value q0. After the design population is constructed, the feasibility and 
efficiency of the overall population is determined. Based on the best and second best candidates, 
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the population is updated. When a design candidate, xi is selected in the updated population, the 
associated pheromone information, к is rationalized as 
  jiii ,1                                                     (6.36) 
where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate, ∆кi,j is the aggregate value of pheromone deposited 
between the design candidates i and j. Thus, on successive iteration, pareto ACO results in optimal 
design candidate selection. The terminal conditions set for the individual objectives are up to 6.5 
Nm/kg for f1, maximum of 200 µH for f2 and less than 5% for f3. An iteration limit of 1,500 is set 
in case of no feasible design candidate. 
C. Performance Analysis of Optimally Designed IPMSM  
The d– and q–axis of the optimized IPMSM rotor structure obtained from the proposed 
procedure is shown in Fig. 6.10. The figure also indicates that the machine is well within the 
saturation limits at rated conditions. The structural parameters of the optimized machine are 
presented in Table 6.4. It was observed that the rotor harmonic orders were all along the same 
direction as that of the stator MMF harmonic orders since it is set as one of the major constraints 
of the optimization procedure. The torque–speed and power–speed characteristics over the entire 
speed range for both the baseline and optimal machines are illustrated in Fig. 6.11. While the 
torque producing capability of the machine increased by 1.6 Nm, the rotor inner diameter, Dri, 
increased from 90 mm to 100 mm, significantly reducing the rotor yoke steel and hence, the active 
weight of the machine by 1.07 kg compared to the baseline machine. 
On the other hand, because of the introduction of flux barriers in the d–axis, the machine 
saliency increased from 175 to 198 µH through f2. Due to increase in saliency and reduction of  
 
Fig. 6.10. Flux map of the optimized IPMSM with star–delta windings for improved torque density and reduced space 




Fig. 6.11. Comparative analysis of the torque–speed and power–speed characteristics of the baseline and optimized 
machine over entire speed range. 
active weight, the torque density increased from 5.5 Nm/kg to 6.1 Nm/kg through f1. Further, the 
magnet volume required to produce the rated torque reduced by 14.3%, reducing the PM flux 
linkage minimally by 0.3 mWb.turns. Thus, from Fig. 6.11, it is seen that for almost the same PM 
flux linkage and reduced Ld, Ich increased from 67.8 A to 72 A, thereby improving the constant 
power speed range (CPSR) and hence the overall operating range. Table 6.5 summarizes the 
machine performance details at the rated operating conditions. The torque ripple of the machine 
has significantly reduced from 9.4% to 2.4% highlighting the effectiveness of the flux barrier. 
Moreover, the rated efficiency of the machine is 96.3% as seen in Fig. 6.12 making it ideal for 
traction application. The rated efficiency of the optimized machine is 0.3% higher than that of the 
baseline machine since the core losses decreased by 60.9 W due to reduction of effective rotor 
steel. Therefore, it can be concluded that through optimal design of salient rotor utilizing the  
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STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF THE OPTIMIZED IPMSM 
Parameter Baseline Optimized Parameter Baseline Optimized 
Dri [mm] 90 100 wmag [mm] 20 20 
τp [mm] 23.37 25.8 hmag [mm] 3.5 3 
B1 [mm] 1 1.5 O1 [mm] 11 7 
wb [mm] 0 12 hb [mm] 0 1.5 
O2 [mm] 0 3 B2 [mm] 0 1.5 
TABLE 6.5 
PERFORMANCE DETAILS OF THE OPTIMIZED IPMSM 
Torque 71.1 Nm Voltage 200 V 
Torque Ripple 2.4% Current 78 A 
Ld 434 µH Lq 632 µH 
Total Losses 0.85 kW Magnet Loss 8.6 W 
Core Loss 0.19 kW Copper Loss 0.64 kW 
Rated Efficiency 96.3% CPSR 3.25 
harmonics of the star–delta windings, improved torque density over an extended operating range 
can be achieved. 
6.5. Conclusions 
This chapter proposes a pareto ACO based design procedure to develop an optimal salient 
rotor structure for star–delta winding configuration for improved torque density, reduced space 
harmonics and extended operating range. Winding function is used to model the stator 
configuration and a magnetic equivalent circuit model is used to design the rotor capable of 
utilizing the stator space harmonics towards useful torque. It was seen that while the design 
obtained results in the required torque production, the machine has limited operating range, low 
torque density and high torque ripple. Thus, spoke type flux barriers were introduced to improve 
the machine saliency and hence, the operating range. Further, pareto ACO was used to obtain the 
optimal rotor structure. It was found that the reluctance torque increased and the rotor steel and 
magnet requirement reduced, resulting in cost savings and improved torque density. Further, 
introduction of flux barriers led to minimized torque ripple and extended operating range. Thus, 
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Design and Optimization of Traction IPMSM for Integrated 
Charging Capability 
7.1. Introduction 
The 3–phase windings of interior permanent magnet synchronous machines (IPMSMs) used 
in electric vehicles (EVs) for traction can also be utilized for charging the battery. This integrated 
charging technology eliminates the on–board charger, leading to significant reduction in overall 
weight and cost of the EV and hence increases the driving range per charge of the vehicle. 
Integrated charging technology can be implemented by using the stator winding inductances of a 
conventional 3–phase traction IPMSM as line inductors while the machine is in stand–still 
condition as shown in Fig. 7.1 [1]. Due to non–uniform air–gap nature of an IPMSM, the reluctance 
paths as seen from the stator side are unequal. Hence, the magnetic fields induced across the stator 
windings will be unequal along all 3 phases during integrated charging operation, resulting in 
asymmetrical currents/voltages. Such asymmetrical currents/voltages in an existing vehicle 
drivetrain, can lead to even harmonic currents, especially 2nd order harmonic currents, to be 
induced in the DC bus of the system at the battery side affecting battery life and performance. As 
seen in Fig. 7.1, the system DC bus includes the DC link bulk capacitor, battery and a DC–DC 
converter that may or may not exist in the traction powertrain. While the DC–DC converter can 
minimize harmonics, the capacitors need to be designed for higher ripple current ratings, which 
results in added size and cost of the capacitors and hence the overall system. Therefore, in an 
existing vehicle drivetrain, it is of paramount significance to eliminate the asymmetry in 3–phase 
AC line voltages/currents and hence the harmonic current oscillations induced in the DC bus 
during integrated charging. Further, the asynchronous machine operation during integrated 
charging causes high magnitudes of oscillating torque resulting in harmful mechanical vibrations, 
acoustic noises and deterioration of permanent magnets (PMs) [2]. 
While single–phase chargers are an easier solution, due to limited power levels, it is difficult 
to accomplish fast charging capacity [3]. Various solutions to avoid torque production and 
unbalanced voltages during integrated charging have been discussed in terms of galvanic isolation 
between charger and the grid [4], multi–phase machine topology [5] – [7], split–winding design 





















Fig. 7.1. Overall integrated charging system using existing 3–phase traction motor drive components. 
hardware reconfiguration, advanced control methodologies and complex power electronic systems 
which might affect the traction operation or lead to significant increase in overall system losses, 
weight and cost of the vehicle. Thus, in this chapter, two simple design solutions to overcome the 
challenges of utilizing a 3–phase traction IPMSM for integrated charging are proposed and 
investigated.  
First, employing novel asymmetrical damper bars in the rotor of the IPMSM to obtain 
balanced voltages across the machine windings during integrated charging is studied. 
Conventional dq–axis model of IPMSM with damper bars is implemented to design the dampers 
and analyze the machine inductances during charging operation. However, during traction 
operation, the damper bars act as rotor flux barriers affecting useful flux linking the stator towards 
torque production. Similarly, while saliency effects should be minimum during charging, the non–
uniform air–gap structure contributes towards desired torque production during traction operation. 
Thus, a computationally efficient magnetic equivalent circuit model based differential 
evolutionary algorithm is implemented to optimally design and analyze a traction IPMSM with 
charging capability. The major objectives of optimization are to obtain minimum torque during 
charging and high electromagnetic torque per unit machine losses during traction condition thereby 
ensuring maximized operating efficiency.  
Based on the analysis and understanding the practical challenges associated with using 
asymmetrical dampers in the machine, a simplistic approach of using combined star–delta wound 
PMSMs for integrated charging application is proposed. As indicated in the previous chapters, 
such star–delta wound topologies provide additional advantages during traction application and 
hence can be easily applied for charging as well. While additional contactors might be required for 
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realizing the system, the challenges associated with unbalanced voltages/currents and high 
oscillating torques are completely eliminated by accurate modeling of balanced magneto motive 
forces between the star and delta connected winding sets. Thus, a comprehensive analysis of the 
proposed star–delta wound PMSM topology from the previous chapters, for integrated charging 
application is presented in this chapter. 
7.2. Performance Investigation of Conventional Traction IPMSM for Integrated Charging 
To understand the challenges associated with integrated charging operation using a 
conventional IPMSM, an existing laboratory traction machine with 27–slots, 6–poles and V–
shaped magnet configuration is employed for experimental investigation. The structural and 
traction performance details of the machine are shown in Table 7.1. In order to investigate the 
unbalanced impedance issue, experiments were conducted to obtain the phase voltages and current 
waveforms under an emulated integrated charging scenario. During integrated charging, one end 
of the 3–phase machine terminals will be connected to the utility grid and the other end will be 
connected to the AC/DC converter. Thus, the voltages measured between the two terminals of the 
same phase will be the equivalent voltage drop across the machine winding inductances between 
the voltages from the grid supply and the AC/DC converter. Hence, to emulate the situation of 
integrated charging without implementing any controls, the stator terminals are connected to the 
utility grid through a 3–phase variac as shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and the currents and voltage drop 
across each phase impedance is measured as shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Therefore, the magnitudes of 
voltages are observed to be low.  
However, the unbalances in 3–phase current waveforms due to machine’s saliency can be 
clearly observed in Fig. 7.2(b). According to the overall system configuration during integrated 
charging shown in Fig. 7.1, the machine windings are used as inductive filters to ensure a low 
THD in the AC currents drawn from the utility grid. When these currents through the windings are 
unbalanced, it could lead to introduction of 2nd harmonic oscillations across the DC link capacitor. 
Thus, in order for the proposed integrated charger to function as a regular balanced 3–phase AC 
charger, mitigation of this voltage unbalances are of significance. An overall system study 
including the control strategy and grid side voltage distortion is required to determine the THD 
level in the line currents during charging. However, this thesis only focuses on resolving the 
unbalanced magnetic fields induced across the stator winding inductances so that a traction 




DETAILS OF THE LABORATORY 3–PHASE IPMSM 
Rated Torque 100 Nm Rated Speed 4,000 rpm 
Rated Efficiency 90 % Maximum Speed 10,000 rpm 
DC bus Voltage 400 V(max) Current/phase 120 A rms 
Stator ID 135 mm Stack Length 136 mm 
Current Density 7 A/mm2 Slots/Pole 27/6 
             
                                              (a)                                                                              (b) 
Fig. 7.2. (a) Experimental test setup of emulated integrated charging operation using a laboratory traction IPMSM 
with standard 60 Hz utility grid supply. (b) Measured voltage and current waveforms across the machine terminals. 
Further, due to stand–still operation, the PMs are subjected to the continuous unbalanced 
operation of the stator. Thus, it is understood that repetitive and prolonged charging could cause 
irreversible demagnetization and saturation of the rotor iron core compromising the machine’s 
traction performance. During experimentation, severe noise and vibrations were observed which 
can be attributed to the high magnitudes of oscillating torque. Thus, to utilize a traction motor for 
integrated charging operation, it is imperative to mitigate the saliency effects in IPMSM without 
compensating the rated torque and power–speed characteristic traction performance. 
7.3. Design and Implementation of Damper Bars in IPMSM for Integrated Charging 
A. Design Challenges Associated with Traction IPMSM for Integrated Charging Capability 
The operating conditions, magnetic field distribution, and performance characteristics of an 
IPMSM under traction and integrated charging operations are drastically different. Any additional 
structural components or design modifications incorporated in the traction IPMSM to overcome 
the challenges associated with integrated charging, should be modeled without altering the traction 



























designed such that the difference in machine dq–inductances should be low during integrated 
charging while it is high during traction operation; 2) during integrated charging, the machine 
should not rotate and have near zero average torque while in traction performance, the machine 
should be capable of giving high average torque over a wide speed range; 3) the machine should 
not be saturated or demagnetized or cause phenomenal increase in machine temperature while 
operating in both traction and charging conditions; 4) any additional structural components added 
to the rotor to obtain symmetrical voltages during charging, should not induce harmonic 
components causing non–sinusoidal mmf distribution and increased rotor losses during traction 
operation; and 5) the modified IPMSM should satisfy the target performance of both traction and 
charging conditions with maximized efficiency. 
Thus, in this chapter, addition of damper bars in the rotor is taken up for analysis to equip the 
traction IPMSM with integrated charging capability. Since the machine is connected to the grid 
during charging, implementing dampers in the rotor emulates an induction assisted PMSM 
configuration and is expected to yield satisfactory charging performance. Authors in [10] have 
investigated the traction performance of an IPMSM drive incorporating damper bars for EV 
application and concluded that proper design and placement of the dampers could result in: 1) 
more sinusoidal induced emf distribution aiding to the magnet torque production; 2) improved 
transient performance in high speed region; 3) better fault tolerant capability through faster 
isolation; and 4) reduced risk of PM demagnetization and torque ripple content. In [11], authors 
have analyzed the integrated charging and discharging operation of IPMSM with damper bars for 
EV application. However, the design procedure to develop specialized dampers to achieve optimal 
charging and traction performance was not established and there was still scope for improvement 
in terms of unbalanced voltages and oscillating torque. Hence, this thesis focuses on the design 
aspect of developing a traction IPMSM with dampers for integrated charging capability. 
B. Proposed Damper Bar Design and Modeling 
The operating conditions of an IPMSM during charging emulates an induction machine when 
the speed slip is close to unity. During charging, voltage across the magnetizing inductances at the 
supply grid frequency (ωs) will induce currents in the dampers. Thus, the dampers provide 
additional inductances along the dq–axis flux paths to compensate machine saliency and result in 
symmetrical voltage/current waveforms. Alternatively, during traction, since there is no slip 
frequency, the damper bars simply act as rotor flux barriers. The d– and q–axis equivalent circuits 
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of an IPMSM with dampers in the rotor reference frame rotating at a speed of ωr are shown in 
Figs. 7.3(a) and (b) respectively and the voltage equations can be obtained as in (7.1) – (7.4) [12] 
where vds and vqs are the machine’s d– and q–axis voltages respectively, ids and iqs are the 
corresponding currents, rs is the winding phase resistance, Lls is the phase leakage inductance, Lds 
and Lqs are the effective stator d– and q–axis inductances, Lmd and Lmq are the corresponding 
magnetizing inductances, r’kd and r’kq are the dq–axis damper bar resistances referred to the stator 
side, L’kd and L’kq are the corresponding damper bar leakage inductances and i’kd and i’kq are the 
damper bar currents respectively, λ’o is the no–load phase flux linkage and p is the differential 
operator.  
    '' kdmdkqmqqsqsrdsdssds piLiLiLipLrv                                       (7.1) 
    ''' kqmqkdmddsdsorqsdssqs piLiLiLipLrv                                   (7.2) 
  0'''  dsmdkdkdkd piLipLr                                                  (7.3) 
  0'''  qsmqkqkqkq piLipLr                                                    (7.4) 
During integrated charging, since the rotor is in stand–still condition, ωr = 0 and the short–
circuited damper windings can be approximated to be composed of two windings, one along d–
axis and the other along q–axis in which the bars are connected in series. To compensate the 
machine’s salient nature (Lmq>Lmd), the damper bar resistance (r
’
k) and inductance (L
’
k) referred to 
the stator side along the parallel branch must be designed in such a way that the effective 
impedance along the d– and q–axis magnetizing branches are equal. 
The effective damper bar impedance can be related to the structural aspects of the damper and 
the machine under consideration. The dq–axis damper bar resistance can be estimated as in (7.5) 
– (7.8) [1] where P is the number of poles, Lb is the length of the damper bar, kb and kr are the 
 
                                            (a)                                                                                        (b) 
Fig. 7.3. Equivalent circuit of IPMSM with damper bars. (a) d–axis. (b) q–axis. 
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conductivities of the damper bar and damper end ring materials respectively, Zd is the number of 
damper bars per pole, Ab and Ar are the cross–sectional areas of the bars and end ring respectively 
in mm2, τp is the pole–pitch and τsd is the slot–pitch of the dampers. 










































r                                          (7.8) 
Similarly, for a known magnetizing reactance (Lmd/q) at 60 Hz supply frequency, the damper 
bar leakage reactances can be obtained from (7.9) and (7.10) [1] where f is the grid frequency, br 
is the breadth of the end ring, hod/q, hsd/q, bod/q and bsd/q are the heights and breadths of the damper 
slot opening and slot body respectively along d– and q–axis. These damper parameters (rkd, rkq, 
Xkd, Xkq) can be referred to the stator side as seen in the dq–axis equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 
7.3 using (7.11) – (7.14), [13] where m is the number of machine phases, Tph is the stator winding 
turns per phase and kw is the stator winding factor. 
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Thus, for the machine dq–axis magnetizing reactances (Xmd/q) at 60 Hz frequency estimated 
using (7.15) – (7.18) [14], the damper bar structure can be designed to determine the damper 
parameters using (7.5) – (7.14). Where D and L are the machine dimensions, kc is the carter’s 
coefficient, g0 is the air–gap length, gm is the PM thickness, ksd and ksq are the d– and q–axis 


















































                                                    (7.17) 
mqmqmdmd fLXfLX  2;2                                           (7.18) 
Using the calculated damper parameters, the voltages across the windings can be estimated 
using (7.1) and (7.2). The machine’s damper bar impedances are significantly low compared to the 
magnetizing inductances. Hence, the overall machine impedance, which is a function of 
magnetizing component, damper bar impedance and armature leakage component will still be 
nominal for assisting in charging operation. 
C. Comparative Performance Analysis of IPMSM with Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Dampers 
during Integrated Charging Operation 
To compensate for the machine saliency, the damper impedances along d– and q–axis can 
either be equal or unequal resulting in symmetrical or asymmetrical dampers respectively. In case 
of symmetrical configuration, dampers with same structural details along both d– and q–axis are 
introduced equidistantly along the entire rotor circumference under each pole. However, in 
asymmetrical configuration, since Lmq is greater than Lmd, the damper bar along q–axis will have 
lower impedance than that of d–axis. This can be achieved by using a damper with higher hs or 
lower bs along q–axis than d–axis from (7.9) and (7.10), resulting in reduced effective Lq. An 
electromagnetic model of the baseline machine with performance details indicated in Table 7.1 
was developed. Both symmetrical dampers and asymmetrical dampers were designed using the 










d–axis q–axis d–axis q–axis 
rk (Ω) 0.0015 0.0015 0.0030 0.0053 
Xk (mΩ) 0.8122 0.8122 0.913 0.412 
Ldq (μH) 13.78 14.98 14.8 14.8 
     
(a) 
     
(b) 
Fig. 7.4. IPMSM with dampers for traction and charging operation. (a) Electromagnetic model of Machine A with 
symmetrical dampers. (b) Electromagnetic model of Machine B with asymmetrical dampers. 
integral slot winding configuration, the number of damper bars per pole, Zd, can be close to the 
stator slot per pole number. However, in case of fractional slot configuration, Zd can be greater 
than or close to the pole number itself. The electromagnetic models of the designed IPMSM with 
symmetrical (Machine A) and asymmetrical (Machine B) damper bars along with the dimensional 
details are depicted in Figs. 7.4(a) and (b) respectively. The calculated parameters along dq–axis 
for both the machines are indicated in Table 7.2. It can be observed that the effective inductances 





h0 = 0.5 mm 









h0dq = 0.5 mm 





other hand, in case of asymmetrical dampers, the effective d– and q–axis inductances are almost 
equal. To verify the charging operation, the 3–phase voltage waveforms obtained using FEA, when 
a 120 A rms current at 60 Hz frequency is applied across the two machines windings are illustrated 
in Figs. 7.5(a) and (b). It is important to note that these voltages represent the effective voltage 
drop across the machine phase impedances during integrated charging. 
The voltage unbalances in case of Machine A can be clearly observed in Fig. 7.5(a) in spite 
of the minimal difference in dq– axis inductances. This is due to the unbalanced flux linkages at 
the stator side. For instance, when phase–a is aligned along d–axis, the flux linking the stator 
phase–a conductors are relatively lower than the other phases during stand–still condition. Thus, 
with the help of asymmetrical dampers the voltage unbalances can be reduced phenomenally as 
shown in Fig. 7.5(b). Further structural optimization is required to completely eliminate the voltage 
unbalances. The oscillating torque waveforms of both machines during charging are shown in Fig. 
7.5(c). It can be seen that the average torques are 2.7 Nm and 5 Nm respectively for Machines A 
and B, but the oscillating torques are high. However, it was observed from FEA that the operating 
flux densities were all within the saturation limits. Further, conventional traction motors with 
relatively low noise and vibrations and will remain at stand–still condition. From [2] and [3], it 
was found that for both single and 3–phase charging, the minimal torque oscillation was obtained 
when the rotor position was such that ‘a’ phase was aligned to ‘d’ axis of the machine. However, 
adding a mechanical brake could also be a plausible solution to dampen the noise and vibration 
and facilitate safe operation. 
The designed machines with dampers were analyzed under synchronous speed operation to 



































Fig. 7.5. Performance analysis of developed Machines A and B under traction and charging operations. (a) Induced 
voltages for an input current of 120 A rms at 60 Hz in machine A. (b) Induced voltages for an input current of 120 A 
rms at 60 Hz in machine B. (c) Comparison of oscillating torque during charging operation. (d) Comparison of rated 
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rpm for the baseline IPMSM, Machine A and B. It can be observed that with dampers, the torque 
production reduced by about 28% in both Machines A and B. Thus, PM volume or stator turns per 
phase has to be increased to increase torque. However, such design modifications increase the 
magnetizing reactances as well and hence the dampers have to be redesigned to obtain symmetrical 
voltage waveforms during charging. Thus, this calls for an optimization problem to design the 
IPMSM rotor structure with asymmetrical dampers for desired traction and charging performance. 
7.4. Optimal Design of Traction IPMSM with Damper Bars for Integrated Charging 
A. Design Optimization Problem Statement 
Considering the design challenges highlighted in Section 7.3–A to achieve a traction IPMSM 
equipped with integrated charging capability, the optimization objectives can be summarized as: 
i) minimize average torque (Ts) produced during charging; ii) reduced voltage unbalances during 
constant current based charging by obtaining near–zero machine saliency; and iii) maximize the 
average electromagnetic torque per unit machine losses resulting in maximized operating 
efficiency (Te/Ploss) during rated traction operation. Since all the functions are dependent on the 
dq–axis inductances, the rotor structure is taken up for optimization. For the baseline traction 
IPMSM shown in Fig. 7.2(a), the stator structure including the winding distribution, PM, damper 
bar and steel core materials used are all kept constant. A total of 9 rotor structural parameters 
influencing the machine inductances are taken as design variables as indicated in Fig. 7.6 and the 
parameter vector, v is represented as 
 ribosdpmmss wOgwgbhv ,,,,,,,, 1                                   (7.19) 
 
Fig. 7.6. Illustration of design variables implemented for optimizing rotor structure of IPMSM with dampers. 
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It is vital to avoid magnetic saturation of the rotor core material and PM demagnetization during 
both charging and traction operation with minimum overall machine losses. It is also important to 
maintain the machine’s operating temperature within permissible limits throughout performance. 
The magnet and damper bars must be designed in such a way that they can be accommodated 
within the permissible rotor volume. Thus, subject to the aforementioned constraints, the overall 











































                                                         (7.22) 
     vfwvfwf 2211 maxmin                                               (7.23) 
where V is the amplitude of the supply voltage, ids and iqs are the dq–axis currents and λm is the 
magnet flux linkage, w1 and w2 are the weights of each of the objective functions, Pcu, Pfe, Peddy, 
Pdampers are copper, core, magnet eddy current and damper bar losses respectively. 
B. Overview of the Proposed Optimization Approach 
The conventional dq–axis based damper design provide the maximum limits for the structural 
dimensions of the damper bars up to which saliency effect can be mitigated during integrated 
charging. Further, based on the structural limitations after including the dampers, the minimum 
and maximum limits of the magnet dimensions and effective air–gap length can be estimated. 
Thus, for the range of design variables chosen, differential evolutionary algorithm is implemented 
to select the best design candidate while magnetic equivalent circuit is implemented for 
electromagnetic analysis of the design candidates. While differential evolutionary algorithm 
facilitates improved design population towards the optimal design candidate, magnetic equivalent 
circuit is a computationally less extensive and accurate approach to extract the objective function 
for each design candidate. A comprehensive magnetic equivalent circuit model including stator 
and rotor slotting effects, magnetic saturation and slot leakage effects as shown in Fig. 7.7 for 
IPMSM with damper bars was developed where symbols have their usual meanings [15]. During 
the optimization process, it is implemented for estimating machine fluxes to check for saturation 
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and useful flux linkage calculation using (7.24) at various operating conditions including traction 
and charging operation where u is the node magnetic potential matrix, ℜ is the effective reluctance 
matrix and Φ is the estimated flux matrix. Based on the calculated fluxes, machine inductances 
and induced voltages for the design solution are calculated and the rotor geometry is updated 
accordingly using differential evolutionary algorithm. 
      1u                                                        (7.24) 
Thus, within the design population (Np), for each parameter vector candidate (vi), initially, the 
damper bar impedances are estimated under charging conditions. If the objective function f1, for 
integrated charging are satisfied, the same vector candidate is analyzed for traction operation for 
f2. Otherwise, the population is updated and the differential evolutionary algorithm generates a 
new parameter vector candidate (vi+1) for analysis. If the overall objective function f is satisfied, 
an optimal design solution for IPMSM with asymmetrical dampers is obtained. This overview of 
the approach is shown using a flowchart shown in Fig. 7.8. 
For satisfying f1, the initial damper bar design obtained from (7.5) – (7.14) are used to 
determine if the torque produced during charging is at least within 2% of the rated electromagnetic 
torque rating of the machine. Further, for the damper bar dimensions obtained, at rated current 
conditions, keeping the material properties, baseline rotor and magnet dimensions fixed, the rated  
  
Fig. 7.7. Comprehensive magnetic equivalent circuit model developed to analyze IPMSM with dampers under traction 







































































 Calculate damper parameters using (1 – 18)
 Implement MEC to estimate machine fluxes
Is min[f1(vi)] 
reached?
 Check if Xd = Xq
 Check if Ts   0 (7)
 Are voltages symmetrical? (1)(2)
 Subject to constraints 
 Update operating conditions to traction requirements
 Implement MEC to estimate machine fluxes
Is max[f2(vi)] 
reached?
 Check if Te   target torque (21)
 Are machine losses minimum?  
 Subject to constraints
Stop
 Update parameter vector population
 Generate design candidate, vi  (19) 
 Verify permissible design range








Fig. 7.8. Optimization design procedure to obtain an optimal rotor structure of IPMSM with asymmetrical dampers 
for traction and integrated charging operations. 
torque per unit efficiency, f2, produced is estimated. Usually, due to damper bars, it is lesser than 
the target value and hence the magnet volume has to be increased subject to saturation constraints. 
Thus, for the updated magnet dimensions, f1 is again calculated and the optimization procedure 
can be expressed in terms of the inductance values obtained for the overall objective function, f. 
While indicating the optimization algorithm for each design variable might be complicated, it is 
evident from (7.20) and (7.21) that the objective function depends directly on Ld and Lq estimated 
using the design variables from the magnetic circuit. Thus, the variation of f1 and f2 with Ld and Lq 
are illustrated in Figs. 7.9(a) and (b). A terminal condition for f1 is set for up to 2% of rated torque; 
f2 is set up to rated efficiency greater than 90% and for no possible design solution, an iteration 





























Fig. 7.9. Variation of applied optimization algorithm objective function with Ld and Lq. (a) f1. (b) f2. 
C. Performance Analysis of Optimized IPMSM with Dampers 
The performance details given in Table 7.1 for the laboratory traction IPMSM are kept as 
design targets for traction performance. Using (7.1) – (7.18) and the geometrical details of the 
baseline machine, the maximum and minimum limits of the design variables are obtained as 
indicated in Table 7.3. All the minimum and maximum limits of the design variables are estimated 
depending upon the available rotor volume and to avoid magnetic saturation of the steel core. For 
instance, the maximum limits of τp and τsd are fixed based on the stator and rotor outer diameters 
and the number of damper bars. Depending upon τp and the minimum gap between magnets to 
avoid steel saturation, the maximum limits for wm are calculated while τsd decides the width of the 
damper bars. Similarly, for a specific rotor yoke thickness, the limits on O1 and hence the height 
of both magnet and damper bars can be estimated. The optimized IPMSM rotor structure obtained 
with dampers for traction and charging operations is shown in Fig. 7.10(a) and the structural 
parameters are included in Table 7.4. 
The machine was analyzed under two main operating conditions. First, during charging, when 
a rated 3–phase current of 120 A rms, 60 Hz supply was applied across the machine windings. 
Considering a practical scenario of charging a commercially available EV, for instance, Mitsubishi 
i–MiEV, having a 47 kW PMSM is equipped to charge its 16 kWh battery pack with level 3 
charging capability. The level 3 fast charging capability is rated until a maximum of 44 kW at 480 
V DC bus voltage. This results in a DC current of around 91.6 A. With the grid–side AC–DC 
converter of the traction powertrain controlled at unity power factor, the corresponding peak AC 


























DESIGN RANGE OF PARAMETER VECTOR  
Design Variable Minimum Limit [mm] Maximum Limit [mm] 
hsd/sq 0.5 6 
h0d/0q 0 1 
bsd/sq 0.5 6.964 
b0d/0q 0 1 
gm 4 7.2 
wm 30.89 34.295 
g0 0.5 1.5 
τp 48.75 69.639 
τsd 4.875 6.964 
O1 1 15 
wrib 1 5 
will be 120 A. Hence, in this thesis, the IPMSM with damper is investigated at 120 A rms/phase. 
Fig. 7.10(b) shows 3–phase voltages across the machine windings during charging operation, 
which indicate the equivalent voltage drop across the machine winding inductances between the 
grid supply and the AC/DC converter. It can be observed that the voltages unbalances are almost 
eliminated when compared to Fig. 7.5(b) due to the optimized damper bars. The minimized 
average torque production during charging was found to be close to 3 Nm resulting in noise and 
vibrations at rotor stand–still condition. The saliency effects during charging is almost negligible 
as seen from the calculated parameters of optimized machine highlighted in Table 7.4. From the 
flux map observed in Fig. 7.10(a), it can be seen that the charging operation does not result in 







Fig. 7.10. (a) Flux map of optimized traction IPMSM with asymmetrical damper bars during charging with 120 A 
rms/phase, 60 Hz supply. (b) 3–Phase induced voltages during charging when 120 A rms/phase, 60 Hz grid supply is 
applied across windings of the optimized machine. 
Further, Fig. 7.11(a) compares the torque and output power characteristics of the baseline 
machine shown in Fig. 7.2(a), machine B shown in Fig. 7.4(b) and the optimized machine as shown 
in Fig. 7.10(a) under traction operation. It can be seen that the optimized machine produces a rated 
torque of about 102 Nm which is close to the target baseline machine with 103 Nm. However, in  
TABLE 7.4 
ASYMMETRICAL DAMPER BAR STRUCTURAL DETAILS AND PARAMETERS USED FOR OPTIMIZED IPMSM  
rs 0.0325 Ω Xls 9.99 m Ω 
rkq 0.0027 Ω rkd 0.0016 Ω 
Xkd 0.48 mΩ Xkq 0.39 mΩ 
Ld 12.2 μH Lq 12.2 μH 
h0d 0.5 mm h0q 0.5 mm 
hsd 0.45 mm hsq 0.3 mm 
b0d 0.5 mm b0q 0.5 mm 
bsd 4 mm bsq 3.5 mm 
TABLE 7.5 
ANALYSIS ON MACHINE LOSSES AND PM OPERATING POINT DURING TRACTION AND INTEGRATED CHARGING  
Parameter Traction Integrated charging 
Bm 0.94 T 0.92 T 
Hm 1032 AT 676.82 AT 
Rotor Losses 149.5 W 460.28 W 































Fig. 7.11. Comparative performance analysis of baseline machine, Machine B and optimized machine during traction 
operation. (a) Torque and output power characteristics. (b) Efficiency and total loss characteristics. 
order to meet the target torque, the PM volume was increased from 325 mm2 to 382.5 mm2 and 
the damper volume was reduced by 15%. Although this might lead to additional magnet losses, 
the machine efficiency is maintained within targets and the magnets can be accommodated in the 
rotor without any saturation resulting in effective traction and charging operations. Fig. 7.11(b) 
presents the efficiency and total loss characteristics for the 3 machines and it can be seen that the 
rated efficiency of the optimized machine is close to 89%. An analysis on the machine losses 
during traction and charging operations were performed and presented in Table 7.5. The rotor 
losses during charging is almost 3 times greater than that during traction operation due to the 
copper losses across the dampers. Alternatively, core losses during charging is almost 1.5 times 









































































not the rotor core. It can be observed from Table 7.5 that during traction, the dampers act as a flux 
barrier and hence the magnet operating point is relatively higher. Conversely, during charging, the 
high eddy currents across the damper affects the magnet operating point. It can be seen that. with 
the use of strong magnets, the operating points during traction and charging operations are within 
the nominal PM operating range. 
7.5. Star–Delta Windings for Integrated Charging Operation 
While damper bars assist in mitigating the problems associated with integrated charging 
operation and also improve the transient and fault tolerant capabilities of the machine during 
traction operation, including such dense copper or aluminum bars in the rotor significantly 
increases the motor’s active weight thereby limiting the motor’s specific power and torque 
densities. For instance, for the baseline machine shown in Fig. 7.2(a), adding the asymmetrical 
dampers increases the motor weight by almost 2 kg. Thus, the torque density of the motor reduces 
by 5.4% with introduction of the dampers. Furthermore, as seen from Fig. 7.5(c), the dampers 
cannot totally eliminate the oscillating torque during charging operation. Thus, the integrated 
charging operation is obtained at the cost of increased manufacturing cost and reduced torque 
density of the motor. While this still supersedes the conventional on–board charger based system, 
if a simplistic machine design solution satisfying both traction and charging operation without 
affecting the motor performance can be obtained, it would result in phenomenal improvement to 
the overall system. 
As discussed previously, multiphase machines have been commonly used for integrated 
charging operation to avoid the issues of unbalanced voltages and oscillating torques. However, 
such systems require additional switching devices in the inverter or two inverter systems for 
machine operation resulting in increased cost and system losses. On the other hand, the combined 
star–delta winding topology as discussed in the previous chapters, emulates a multiphase winding 
configuration without the requirement of additional switching devices and hence can be easily 
incorporate for integrated charging operation as well. Furthermore, as seen in Chapter 4, star–delta 
winding configuration result in reduced spatial harmonics, improved torque production and 
improved efficiency during traction operation. Thus, the star–delta winding topology is studied for 
integrated charging operation. 
In order to use the combined star–delta wound machine for integrated charging, the motor 
must have an open wound configuration so that the terminals of each phase winding can be 
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accessed and connected accordingly. Typically, the star connected winding set is used as line 
inductors during charging while the delta connected winding set is used to cancel the induced 
MMF in the machine so that the rotor is at stand still. Thus, the resultant MMF in the star connected 
winding set (ℑY) during charging and the MMF induced in the delta connected winding set (ℑ∆) 
must be equal in magnitude but in phase opposition as indicated in (7.25) resulting in a net zero 
MMF (ℑY∆) and hence near zero torque in the machine. 
   










                                         (7.25) 
Thus, for an input grid voltage of 208 VL–L, the currents induced in the delta winding set, I∆, can 
be computed depending upon the winding distribution, as shown in (7.26) – (7.28). 









































I                                                        (7.28) 
However, in order to realize such a system, additional contactors must be incorporated to switch 
the connections between traction and charging operation. While this might result in some losses in 
the system, the overall advantages obtained from the machine compensates for it. Thus, for a 
balanced set of 3–phase inductances of the star connected winding set, the induced voltages during 
charging will be balanced since the effect of the salient rotor is completely eliminated by the delta 
connected winding set. Therefore, it is expected that the machine will have near zero torque and 
balanced voltages during charging operation. 
In order to validate the proposed design, the electromagnetic model of the 39–slot, 16–pole 
machine designed in the Chapter 6 was implemented. The major constraints are to avoid rotor core 
saturation and magnet demagnetization with the objectives of balanced voltages and reduced 
oscillating torque during charging. The machine was analyzed for an input current of 120 A at 60 
Hz frequency emulating a grid supply. Using (7.28), the induced currents in the delta winding set 
was calculated to be 70 A. Fig. 7.12(a) illustrates the balanced induced voltages in both the winding 
sets and Fig 7.12(b) shows the oscillating torque waveform observed in the machine. The average 









Fig. 7.12. Performance analysis of 39–slot, 16–pole star–delta wound machine during charging operation. (a) Induced 
voltages. (b) Oscillating torque. (c) Saturation map. 
Nm which can be easily accommodated by the inertia of the machine. Thus, compared to the 
machine with asymmetrical damper bars, the peak–to–peak oscillating torque is significantly 







































and it can be seen that rotor core and magnet are all well within the saturation limits. The average 
rotor losses during charging operation was found to be 2.75 W which is significantly lower than 
that of the machine with damper bars. The machine’s traction operation performance 
characteristics have already been analyzed in the previous chapters and it was seen that the 
machine is capable of satisfying all the desired targets. Thus, based on the analysis, it can be 
concluded that the star–delta wound PMSM is ideal and well–suited for both traction and 
integrating charging operation. 
7.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, damper bars are introduced in the IPMSM rotor to overcome the effects of 
unbalanced voltages during integrated charging. While symmetrical dampers compensate for the 
machine saliency, voltage unbalances still exist due to unequal stator phase flux linkages. 
Conversely, asymmetrical dampers result in relatively more balanced voltages during charging but 
lead to reduction of useful electromagnetic torque production during traction condition. Therefore, 
using a magnetic equivalent circuit based differential evolutionary algorithm, an optimized rotor 
structure for both traction and integrated charging operation was modeled and analyzed. It was 
observed that although higher PM volume is required to compensate for torque production, 
effective reduction in weight and cost of the vehicle by eliminating an on–board charger proves to 
be highly advantageous. Further investigations on the effects of torque oscillations on the motor 
lifetime, noise and vibrations including design and optimization solutions for minimizing the large 
torque oscillations produced during integrated charging is set as future work. 
Based on the analysis conducted on damper bars for integrated charging application and 
understanding the challenges and drawbacks of such a configuration, a combined star–delta wound 
PMSM was studied for charging operation. It was observed that the machine results in near zero 
oscillating torque, balanced voltages and significantly low rotor core losses during charging 
operation. Further, considering the advantages obtained during traction operation, it can be 
concluded that the star–delta wound PMSM is well–suited for both charging and traction 
operation. A system–level analysis incorporating the machine for integrated charging to maintain 
unity power factor, low THD levels with proper system modulation and control and control is set 
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Performance Validation of Proposed Fractional–Slot Star–Delta 
Wound Interior PMSM  
8.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, in order to assess the proposed machine’s traction capability, a drive–cycle 
based analysis is conducted for common drive cycles including urban, highway and worldwide 
lightweight test cycle (WLTC) for a commercially available Ford Focus vehicle. Motor 
performance characteristics in terms of torque–speed characteristics and maximum energy density 
efficiency over the selected drive cycles will be presented. Further, considering the comprehensive 
performance analysis conducted in the previous chapters, a prototype of the scaled–down 3–phase 
fractional–slot star–delta wound interior permanent magnet motor will be developed and validated 
experimentally. This chapter presents the details of the developed prototype and results obtained 
from experimental verification at various operating conditions. Subsequently, understanding the 
capabilities and challenges in the developed scaled–down prototype, a full–scale design with 
traction level ratings highlighted in Chapter 2, will be developed and analyzed using finite element 
analysis. Further recommendations for design improvement, future work and analysis will also be 
summarized towards the end of the chapter. 
8.2. Drive Cycle Performance Analysis of Proposed Scaled–down PMSM 
Drive cycle based performance analysis is an important aspect to evaluate traction machines. 
In this section, drive cycle analysis of the proposed scaled–down PMSM will be presented for a 
commercially existing Ford Focus electric vehicle. Drive cycles are a data series of speed 
variations as a function of time which are used as input to a particular vehicle dynamic model and 
translated to the required motor torque and speed points [1]. The desired wheel torque is initially 
calculated from the tractive forces acting on the vehicle which include the aerodynamic drag, 
rolling resistance, friction and force due to gravity [2]. Further, using the gear ratio of the vehicle 
under consideration, the desired motor torque is calculated from the wheel torque [3]. The relevant 
equations are highlighted in Chapter 2. While the full–scale machine ratings were fixed based on 
the drive cycle analysis for a Ford Focus electric vehicle, it is important to verify if the scaled–
down motor is also capable of satisfying all the drive cycle requirements. The vehicle dynamics 




FORD FOCUS VEHICLE PARAMETERS [4] 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Vehicle Mass 1700 Density of Air 1.202 
Wheel Radius 0.3284 m Drag Coefficient 0.33 








Transmission Efficiency 98% Road Grade 0º – 3º 
Vehicle Speed [m/s] Varying Wind Speed [m/s] 0  
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DRIVE CYCLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Urban Highway WLTC 
Total Duration [s] 1,874 765 1,800 
Peak Motor Speed [rpm] 5716 6,038 8,224 
Peak Motor Torque [Nm] 119.7 114.2 137.5 
Peak Motor Power [kW] 38.8 31.9 50.3 
under consideration is a high–speed motor, the urban, highway and worldwide lightweight test 
cycle (WLTC) drive cycles emulating real–life driving conditions are considered for analysis as 
shown in Fig. 8.1 and the characteristics are summarized in Table 8.2. For the calculated drive 
cycle torque speed points over the entire operating range, performance in terms of torque–speed 
characteristics and maximum energy density efficiency are analyzed for the developed machine. 
From Table 8.2, it can be seen that to satisfy the maximum torque and power values of the 
drive cycles, the motors peak characteristics have to be considered. Thus, the torque–speed 
characteristics are obtained for a peak current of 196.6 A. In order to estimate the maximum drive 
cycle energy efficiency, each of the drive cycle torque–speed points were overlaid on the efficiency 
maps over the entire torque–speed range of the proposed PMSM. Figs. 8.2(a), (b) and (c) illustrate 
the overlaid torque–speed points on the corresponding efficiency maps for the urban, highway and 
WLTC drive cycles respectively. The maximum drive cycle energy efficiency thus obtained for 
all the 3 drive cycles considered was found to be about 97%. Although the maximum energy 
efficiency of the machine is well above 95%, the machine cannot be operated at peak 
characteristics for a prolonged period of time due to thermal and demagnetization issues. 
Thus, to distinguish the percentage of the drive cycle which require the motor’s peak 
operation, the drive cycle torque speed points were overlaid on the motor’s peak and continuous 
torque–speed envelopes as illustrated in Figs. 8.3(a), (b) and (c). It can be seen that almost all the 
torque–speed points are satisfied by the motor’s continuous operation for the highway drive cycle. 
However, in case of the urban drive cycle, almost 50% of the drive cycle torque points within the 
base speed lie under the peak operation envelope. Similarly, in the WLTC cycle, 50% of the torque 
points over the entire operating speed range can only be provided under the motor’s peak operating 
conditions. While the direct impact on the motor and the amount of battery savings can be 
calculated from the amount of time the drive cycle operates under the motor’s peak operation, it 










Fig. 8.2. Drive cycle torque speed points overlaid on the motor’s peak efficiency characteristics to calculate the 









Fig. 8.3. Drive cycle torque speed points overlaid on the motor’s peak and continuous torque–speed envelope. (a) 
Urban. (b) Highway. (c) WLTC. 
8.3. Prototype Development of the Proposed Scaled–down PMSM 
Thus, based on the performance analysis conducted in the previous chapters, the proposed 
scaled–down 22 kW fractional–slot, star–delta wound, interior PMSM was prototyped. The stator 
and rotor core laminations were cut using a waterjet and stacked together to form the 39–slot stator 
and 16–pole rotor cores as shown in Figs. 8.4(a) and (b) respectively. A conventional M19 29G 
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electrical steel material was used for the cores. On the completed stator core, copper conductors 
were wound to form the proposed fractional–slot star–delta winding configuration. During initial 
design and finite element analysis, 8.5 AWG and 11.5 AWG solid conductors were chosen for the 
star and delta winding conductors respectively. However, during prototyping, to ease the 
mechanical bending process around the slots, the conductors were made using 1.06 mm wire 
strands. Using stranded conductors also provides added advantages of reducing the AC skin effects 
during high–frequency operation which is ideal for high–speed traction application [5]. The 
inherent advantage of end–winding length reduction expected from the proposed winding 
configuration with coil pitch of 2 which was highlighted in Chapter 3, can be clearly seen from 
Figs. 8.5(a) and (b) respectively. The completed stator core with the proposed winding  
 
                                                         (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 8.4. Developed stator and rotor cores using M19 29G electrical steel material. (a) 39–Slot stator. (b) 16–Pole 
Rotor. 
   
                              (a)                                                        (b)                                                        (c)  
Fig. 8.5. Proposed fractional–slot star–delta winding with copper conductors. (a) Initial phase winding with coil pitch 
of 2. (b) Side view of the completed stator core with windings highlighting the short end–winding length. (c) 
Completed stator core with proposed windings. 
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configuration is shown in Fig. 8.5(c). 
A rectangular block of NdFeB magnet as shown in Fig. 8.6(a) is fitted in the rotor slot to form  
         
                                                  (a)                                                 (b) 
Fig. 8.6. Rare–earth material based NdFeB magnets. (a) 1 rectangular piece of magnet to be fit into rotor slots. (b) 
Total block of magnet pieces with north and south magnet orientations which will form the 16 rotor poles. 
         
                                                      (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 8.7. Proposed rotor topology with flux barriers. (a) Rotor with shaft. (b) Rotor with PMs inserted. 
         
                                                     (a)                                                                               (b) 
Fig. 8.8. Aluminum based cooling sleeve and motor housing developed. (a) Cooling sleeve with helical cooling 
channels. (b) Motor casing. 
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                                                      (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 8.9. Proposed scaled–down 22 kW fractional–slot, star–delta wound, interior PMSM prototype. 
the v–shaped magnet configuration. To form 16–pole in the rotor, 16 pieces each were magnetized 
in the North and South directions respectively. Subsequently, the rotor shaft was cold compressed 
in the rotor core. An aluminum based cooling sleeve with helical cooling channels as shown in 
Fig. 8.8 was also cold compressed onto the stator core surface. Finally, a cylindrical aluminum 
motor housing was fitted over the cooling sleeve encompassing the entire motor structure. The 
completed prototype is shown in Fig. 8.9. The nameplate details of the motor describing the 
continuous power, rated voltage and current, operating speed range, material and coolant details 
were etched on the motor casing using laser. 
8.4. Experimental Validation of the Developed Scaled–down PMSM Prototype 
A. Preliminary Verifications Under Stationary Conditions 
In this section, preliminary analysis of the motor conducted under stationary conditions will 
be presented including measurement of the motor weight, DC resistance test and DC inductance 
test. From finite element simulations, using the electromagnetic model of the developed prototype, 
the active weight of the motor, without the rotor shaft, cooling channel and housing was found to 
be 11.6 kg. The segregation of the individual weights is summarized in Table 8.3. The weight of 
the physical rotor and shaft, without the magnets was measured to be 10 pounds or 4.5 kg 
equivalent as shown in Fig. 8.10(a) which is close to the rotor net weight obtained from simulation. 
Thus, the rotor shaft weight can be calculated to be about 1.67 kg. However, when the physical 
prototype with the casing and cooling sleeve was measured using a weighing scale as shown in 




SEGREGATION OF WEIGHTS OF MOTOR PARTS OBTAINED FROM FEA 
Motor Part Weight [kg] 
Rotor Core 2.83 
Magnet 0.53 
Stator Core 6.1 
Stator Copper 2.14 
         
                                                            (a)                                                        (b) 
Fig. 8.10. Weight measurement of the developed physical structure using a weighing scale. (a) Rotor with shaft and 
no magnets. (b) Full motor. 
Thus, the casing and cooling sleeve alone contribute to 47% of the motor’s total weight reducing 
the torque density from 13 to 6 Nm/kg. While the effective motor weight can be reduced by 
implementing innovative light–weight materials for the motor casing such as carbon based 
materials [6], the scope of the thesis is limited to conventionally used aluminum motor casing. It 
is to be noted that even with the total motor weight, the torque density obtained for the scaled down 
prototype is a nominal value for typical commercially available traction motors. 
The phase resistance of the machine was measured using a Keithley 3330 LCZ meter. Since 
we had access to all the phase windings from both the star and delta sets, first, the individual star 
and delta winding resistances were measured. Later, the windings were connected to form the 3–
phase star–delta configuration and the terminal resistances were measured and verified using both 
finite element simulation and the measured individual winding resistances. Figs. 8.11(a) and (b) 
show the measured phase A resistance of the star and delta windings respectively and Fig. 8.11(c) 
shows the measured AB terminal resistance of the star–delta wound machine. Resistance across 
all the phases and lines were measured and verified to be equal. Thus, using basic Kirchoff’s laws 
as in (8.1), the measured star and delta phase resistances of 35 mΩ and 92 mΩ result in a terminal  
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                                 (a)                                                         (b)                                                     (c) 
Fig. 8.11. DC Resistance measurement using LCZ meter. (a) Phase resistance of star winding. (b) Phase resistance of 
delta winding. (c) Terminal resistance of combined star–delta winding. 
resistance of 131.33 mΩ when connected as a combined star–delta, which is very close to the 
measured terminal resistance of 132.3 mΩ. From FEA, a terminal resistance of 125 mΩ was 








                                                        (8.1) 
Similar to the DC resistance test, a DC inductance test was performed using the same LCZ 
meter which gives the phase inductance of the windings at a fixed frequency. The rated frequency 
of the motor is 400 Hz. Therefore, the LCZ meter was set to provide a frequency of 120 Hz which  
is relatively close to the rated frequency. The same procedure as that of resistance test was applied 
with the inductance measurement as well. The star and delta winding phase A inductances were 
measured to be 125.6 µH and 509 µH respectively as shown in Figs. 8.12(a) and (b). Thus, the 
calculated terminal AB inductance of the combined star–delta winding is 590.53 µH. However, 
the measured terminal AB inductance of the star–delta connected machine was found to be 644.5 
µH as shown in Fig. 8.12(c). This can be attributed to the fact that, in case of combined star–delta 
connection, when a current/voltage is applied across a line, circulating currents are induced in the 
delta winding set, which results in a mutual inductance effect across the measured lines. However, 
using Kirchoff’s law, this mutual effect cannot be considered and hence a discrepancy of 8.4% is 
observed. On the other hand, using FEA, the terminal inductance of the star–delta wound machine 
at 120 Hz was found to be 688.7 µH which is slightly higher than the measured value. Similar to 
the resistance test, this error could be because of the material properties considered in simulation.  
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                                 (a)                                                           (b)                                                (c) 
Fig. 8.12. DC Inductance measurement using LCZ meter. (a) Phase inductance of star winding. (b) Phase inductance 
of delta winding. (c) Terminal inductance of combined star–delta winding. 
Therefore, it can be seen that for all the stationary tests conducted, the experimental values are 
very close to the results obtained from FEA. 
B. No–Load Operating Conditions 
In this section, a no–load analysis of the motor conducted up to base speed is presented. The 
prototyped motor is coupled to a dynamometer and allowed to spin freely without any electrical 
load as shown in Fig. 8.13(a). The speed of the dynamometer is controlled and varied in steps and 
the induced no–load voltages at the terminals are measured. For a PMSM, from this no–load or 
back EMF test, the PM flux linkage parameter, λpm can be calculated using (8.2) where Eph is the 
peak no–load induced phase voltage, ωr is the electrical speed in rad/s corresponding to the rotor’s 
mechanical speed in rpm. Also, based on the waveform quality of the induced voltages and the 
corresponding harmonic spectrum, the dominant space harmonic orders in the machine can be 
determined. The variation of induced voltages with increase in speed is shown in Fig. 8.13(b) and 
the variation of the PM flux linkage with increase in speed is illustrated in Fig. 8.13(c) up to the 
motor’s base speed of 3,000 rpm. The observed trends are in line with conventional PMSM 
operating characteristics and λpm was calculated as 0.045 Wb.turns. Fig. 8.13(d) compares the 
calculated PM flux linkages from the induced voltages obtained experimentally and from FEA for 
a sample speed range. It can be seen that the results are in close agreement and the average 
percentage error in PM flux linkage was found to be 2.09% which is within the acceptable range.  
Further, Fig. 8.13(e) shows the measured induced voltages at a sample speed of 1,500 rpm. 
As expected from Chapter 4, the waveform is almost perfectly sinusoidal with very low space 
harmonic contents. The harmonic spectrum of the corresponding voltages is shown in Fig. 8.13(f). 
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It can be seen that the peak value of fundamental voltage is 93.77 V which corresponds to the rms 
voltage of 66.3 V. Also, the space harmonic content in the machine is significantly low and the 
maximum harmonic magnitude is about 0.5% of the fundamental voltage magnitude indicating 
superior waveform quality. The total harmonic distortion (THD) up to 20th harmonic order was  
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Fig. 8.13. Experimental validation of the scaled–down PMSM prototype under no–load conditions. (a) Prototype 
coupled to the dynamometer. (b) Variation of no–load induced voltage with speed up to base speed of 3,000 rpm. (c) 
Variation of PM flux linkage with speed up to base speed of 3,000 rpm. (d) Comparison of experimentally obtained 
PM flux linkage with simulation results. (e) Sample harmonic spectrum of no–load voltage at 1,500 rpm highlighting 
the low space harmonic content. 
0.816 highlighting the low spatial harmonic content in the proposed star–delta winding 
configuration. 
C. Performance Analysis Under Load Conditions 
In this section performance analysis of the machine conducted under loaded conditions will 
be presented. The machine was operated under both generating and motoring modes with 
respective electrical and mechanical loads to determine the dq–axis inductances, motor voltages 
and currents, torque and power speed characteristics, efficiency and loss maps at various speeds. 
First, the machine was coupled to the dynamometer and operated as a generator with an inductive 
load as shown in Fig. 8.14 connected to the 3–phase machine’s terminals. The inductance can be 
varied between 161 µH and 5.64 mH. The objective of this load test is to determine the d– and q–
axis inductance parameters at different operating conditions considering the influence of armature 
reaction. The estimated dq–axis inductances will be used to calculate the field–oriented controller 
parameters when the prototype is operated as a motor. This method requires accurate measurement 
of the machine load angle (δ) and hence the machine is initially operated as a generator at no–load 
condition and the position sensor signal is aligned along the zero–crossing point of the Phase A 
emf waveform (Eph) which is taken as the reference point as shown in Fig. 8.15(c). For the same 
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                                        (a)                                                                                  (b) 







Fig. 8.15. Estimation of load angle and power factor angle. (a) Phasor diagram for lagging power factor. (b) Phasor 
diagram for leading power factor. (c) Aligning the zero–crossing of Phase A back emf waveform with reference 






displacement of the phase voltage (Vph) waveforms from the reference position sensor signal, δ is 
determined and the power factor angle (θ) is determined by the displacement between the voltage 
and phase current (Iph) waveforms. According to the phasor diagrams indicated in Figs. 8.15(a) 
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The dynamometer was varied in steps of 100 rpm from 0 to 1,500 rpm for each load condition. 
A maximum current of 37 A was induced across the machine windings. Figs. 8.16(a) and (b) 
illustrate the current and voltages signals along with the position sensor signal obtained at a sample 
loading and operating condition. The current and voltage waveforms quality also indicates low 
harmonic content and hence reduced ripple content. Using (8.2), Ld and Lq were calculated at 
different operating conditions and compared with that obtained from simulation as seen in Figs. 
8.16(c) and (d). It can be seen that the average error between experiment and simulation obtained 
for Lq was about 9.27% while that for Ld was 17.65%. This can be attributed to the fact that the d–
axis flux path includes the PM magnet flux and the variation of material properties incorporated 
in simulation are not as accurate as the experimental data. Further, using the experimentally 
obtained data and simple interpolation, the d– and q–axis inductance maps over the entire operating 
range at varying d– and q–axis currents was estimated as seen in Figs. 8.17(a) and (b). 
Subsequently, using the rated Ld and Lq of 312.67 µH and 693.92 µH respectively from the 
load test, the PMSM prototype was operated as a motor to determine the rated torque capability 
and machine efficiency. The scaled–down PMSM prototype was driven using a field–oriented 
control scheme under current control mode. RT–lab controller and a 9–leg IGBT inverter as seen 
in Figs. 8.18(b) and (d) were used to drive the motor and with the help of current and voltage 
sensors shown in Fig. 8.18(c), measurements were taken. A torque transducer was employed to 
measure the output torque of the machine. Fig. 8.18(a). shows the complete experimental test 
setup. The speed was varied in steps of 100 rpm and for each speed, the input current was varied 
in steps of 10% up to the maximum current and the corresponding voltages, currents and torque 
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Fig. 8.16. Experimentally obtained dq–axis inductance parameters. (a) Sample Phase A current and voltage waveforms 
with the position sensor signal at 1,500 rpm. (b) Sample Phases B and C current and voltage waveforms at 1,500 rpm. 
(c) Comparison of Lq obtained from experiment and simulation. (d) Comparison of Ld obtained from experiment and 
simulation. 
     
                                                (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 8.17. Variation of dq–axis inductances with currents. (a) q–axis inductance map. (b) d–axis inductance map. 
Furthermore, to obtain the maximum torque per ampere, the current angle, γ, was varied from 
0º to 90º for each operating current as seen in Fig. 8.19. The corresponding torque obtained at each 
operating condition up to a sample speed of 700 rpm is shown in Fig. 8.20 and compared with that 
obtained from simulation. It can be seen that the trend of constant torque operation up to the base 
speed is as expected from both simulation and experiment. The maximum error between the 
measured and simulated torque was found to be 14.45% which is well within the nominal range. 
Further, to verify the machine’s torque ripple, the torque waveforms at two sample conditions 
namely low speed, low current and high current, high speed conditions were compared as seen in 






































Fig. 8.18. Experimental validation of the scaled–down PMSM prototype under load conditions. (a) Complete 
experimental setup of the scaled–down PMSM prototype under field–oriented control scheme. (b) RT–lab controller 
with the 15 V DC supply. (c) 3–phase current sensor circuit board. (d) 9–leg IGBT stack inverter. (e) Scaled–down 
PMSM prototype coupled to the dynamometer. 
speed, low current operation of 700 rpm and 10 A is not very good as expected. Further, from Fig. 
8.21(b), it can be seen that the measured torque ripple is almost higher than two times the torque 






















fact that the motor is coupled to an induction machine dynamometer which contributes to majority 
of the torque ripple at low speed operation. 
Furthermore, the torque ripple obtained from simulation does not include the effects of the 
inverter induced time harmonics resulting in a better waveform quality. Similarly, from Fig. 8.22, 
the torque ripple obtained from simulation and experiment are compared at high speed operation 
and the error was computed to be about 2.7%. It further highlights that the proposed PMSM  
 
Fig. 8.19. Variation of electromagnetic torque with current angle at different operating current conditions. 
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Variation of Torque with Speed
100% Iph 100% Iph_Simulation 95% Iph 95% Iph_Simulation
90% Iph 90% Iph_Simulation 85% Iph 85% Iph_Simulation
80% Iph 80% Iph_Simulation 75% Iph 75% Iph_Simulation
70% Iph 70% Iph_Simulation 65% Iph 65% Iph_Simulation
60% Iph 60% Iph_Simulation 55% Iph 55% Iph_Simulation
50% Iph 50% Iph_Simulation 45% Iph 45% Iph_Simulation
40% Iph 40% Iph_Simulation 35% Iph 35% Iph_Simulation
30% Iph 30% Iph_Simulation 25% Iph 25% Iph_Simulation
20% Iph 20% Iph_Simulation 15% Iph 15% Iph_Simulation




                                                              (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 8.21. Comparison of motor torque ripple at low speed, low current operation of 700 rpm and 10 A. (a) Torque 
waveforms. (b) Torque ripple. 
 
                                                               (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Fig. 8.22. Comparison of motor torque ripple at high speed, high current operation of 3,000 rpm and 54 A. (a) Torque 
waveforms. (b) Torque ripple. 
prototype has reduced torque ripple content thereby meeting the research objective. 
Similarly, under each operating condition, the input currents and voltages were measured 
along with the output torque and speed to estimate the respective input and output powers and 
hence the motor rated efficiency. The copper losses are calculated using the measured phase 
currents and the corresponding phase resistances measured previously in the DC resistance test. 
The summation of other losses is obtained by subtracting the estimated copper losses from the 
difference between the measured input and output powers. Figs. 8.23(a) and (b) illustrate a sample 
of the measured efficiencies obtained from both experiment and simulation at 100 rpm and 700 
rpm respectively. The maximum errors in measured efficiencies from simulation and experiment 






















































































Fig. 8.23. Comparison of estimated motor efficiency obtained from experiment and simulation. (a) At 100 rpm. (b) At 
700 rpm. 
 
Fig. 8.24. Motor efficiency contour map up to base speed of 3,000 rpm. 
using the experimentally measured efficiencies and interpolation, the efficiency contour map of 
the motor up to 3,000 rpm was obtained as shown in Fig. 8.24. Similarly, the motor copper losses 




















Validation of Efficiency at 100 rpm



















Validation of Efficiency at 700 rpm




                                                   (a)                                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 8.25. Calculated motor loss contour maps up to base speed of 3,000 rpm. (a) Copper losses. (b) Other losses. 
rated motor efficiency obtained from experiments was found to be about 95.55% which is 1.65% 
lesser than that obtained from simulation. Thus, it can be concluded that the developed scaled–
down PMSM prototype is capable of delivering the rated torque of 71.12 Nm at 3,000 rpm with a 
rated efficiency of 95.55% and a rated torque ripple of about 8.76% thereby meeting all the 
specified research objectives summarized in Chapter 1. 
8.5. Full–Scale Motor Development and Analysis 
Considering the performance analysis of the developed scaled down PMSM prototype 
discussed above, this section proposes a full–scale motor design capable of meeting traction level 
requirements summarized in Chapter 1. While the developed scaled down PMSM prototype is 
rated for a continuous and peak power of 22 kW and 45 kW respectively, the full–scale machine 
must be developed for a 45 kW continuous power rating and a peak power of 100 kW. Instead of 
redesigning the entire motor from scratch, a few structural dimensions of the scaled down 
prototype can be altered as summarized in Table 8.4 and verified for the full–scale motor 
performance targets. To increase the current rating of the motor, the conductor diameter of the star 
windings was changed from 8.5 AWG to 6.5 AWG and that of the delta winding was changed 
from 11.5 AWG to 9.5 AWG. However, from simulation it was observed that the machine was 
TABLE 8.4 
STRUCTURAL TARGETS OF THE FULL–SCALE MACHINE 
Parameter Target Value 
Active Weight [kg] < 37 28.2 




STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS OF BASELINE PMSM TOWARDS FULL–SCALE MACHINE 
Parameter Baseline Full–Scale 
Length 75 mm 120 mm 
Wire Gauge 8.5 AWG 6.5 AWG 
Peak Current 196.6 Arms 400 Arms 
 
Fig. 8.26. Developed electromagnetic model of the proposed full–scale 39–slot, 16–pole interior PMSM. 
still not able to meet the peak torque target of 245 Nm. To meet the torque requirements, either the 
PM thickness or the machine’s active length can be increased. To obtain a cost effective solution, 
the machine’s active length was increased from 75 mm to 120 mm and it was observed that the 
machine was capable of producing 245 Nm with a peak current of 400 A rms only. Thus, with a 
slight increase in the machine’s active weight, the machine was capable of meeting the full–scale 
performance targets as seen in Table 8.5. The developed electromagnetic model of the proposed 
full–scale machine is shown in Fig. 8.26. The continuous and peak torque and power speed 
envelopes obtained from FEA for the full–scale machine is shown in Fig. 8.27(a) and the 
corresponding efficiency maps are illustrated in Figs. 8.27(b) and (c). In conclusion, considering 
the research objectives and performance targets, it can be seen that the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole 
PMSM can be directly scaled to satisfy the full–scale ratings and can be applied as a suitable 
traction motor for commercial EVs like Ford Focus Electric. 
8.6. Uniqueness and Future Improvement Suggestions of Developed Prototype 
The proposed scaled down PMSM is equipped with fractional–slot distributed windings with 
a coil pitch of 2 resulting in reduced end winding length. It also has a combined star–delta winding 
configuration with an odd number of 39 slots for minimum torque ripple. The interior PM rotor is 






     
                                             (b)                                                                                          (c) 
Fig. 8.27. Performance characteristics of the proposed full–scale machine obtained from FEA. (a) Continuous and 
peak torque and power speed characteristics. (b) Efficiency map under continuous operating conditions. (c) Efficiency 
map under peak operating conditions. 
extended operating range. The machine has a reduced active weight of 11.6 kg and reduced PM 
cost of $42.4 capable of producing 150 Nm torque. Table 8.6 compares the proposed machine 
topology with commercially existing traction motors to highlight its potential. 
While the proposed machine topology has significant advantages including scalability, there 
is still room for improvement to obtain increased motor performance. One of the major challenges 
associated with combined star–delta winding topologies is the circulating currents in the delta 
winding set. Hence, it is of utmost importance to take care of short–circuit conditions during 
operation or experimentation. Further, if the circulating currents can be reduced, the winding losses 
associated can be reduced and hence the machine efficiency can be subsequently improved. With 
respect to charging operation, while the problems associated with voltage imbalances and high 
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FEATURES OF PROPOSED MACHINE TOPOLOGY COMPARED TO COMMERCIAL TRACTION MOTORS 
Parameter Commercial Traction Motors Proposed Machine Topology 
Winding topology 
Distributed 
windings with coil 





winding with coil pitch = 2 
Winding Configuration Star or Delta Combined star and delta 
Torque Density [Nm/kg] 5 to 8 
13 (without casing) 
6 (with casing) 
PM volume per unit 
torque [m3/Nm] 
~ 1.496 x 10–6 m3/Nm 4.8 x 10–7 m3/Nm 
from the inverter side to adjust the input currents to the delta winding set. Therefore, future 
improvements need to be incorporated to address these shortcomings. Furthermore, considering 
the traction motor targets of 2040, the operating speed has to be increased to up to 20,000 rpm 
with almost 80% reduction in machine volume. Thus, the proposed machine topology has to be 
updated for such futuristic EV targets. 
8.7. Conclusions 
In this chapter, in order to assess the proposed machine’s traction capability, a drive–cycle 
based analysis was conducted for common drive cycles including urban, highway and worldwide 
lightweight test cycle (WLTC) for a commercially available Ford Focus vehicle. It was observed 
from the motor performance characteristics that the proposed PMSM is capable of satisfying all 
the desired torque–speed points of the urban and highway drive cycles and most of the torque–
speed points of the WLTC drive cycle. Further, the maximum drive cycle energy density efficiency 
of the motor was found to be 97%. The prototype development process of the scaled–down 3–
phase fractional–slot star–delta wound interior permanent magnet motor was presented. 
Experimental validation under stationary conditions, no–load and loaded conditions was 
performed and it was observed that the developed prototype is capable of delivering the rated 
torque of 71.12 Nm at 3,000 rpm with a rated efficiency of 95.55% and a rated torque ripple of 
about 8.76% thereby meeting all the specified research objectives. Further, based on the 
performance analysis, a full–scale traction machine meeting the actual EV targets was developed 
and analyzed using FEA highlighting the scalability and potential application of the proposed 
machine topology. In conclusion, understanding the merits and demerits of the proposed machine 
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Conclusions and Suggest Future Work 
9.1. Conclusions 
Towards the objectives listed in Chapter 1, the following research contributions were made: 
1. To develop a novel analytical model for accurate performance evaluation of a PMSM for 
traction and charging applications 
 A universally applicable novel coupled magnetic circuit model considering all 
machine non–linearities  
2. Using the proposed analytical model, develop and experimentally validate a futuristic 
high–speed traction PMSM with 
 A novel 39–slot, 16–pole IPMSM with star–delta windings with:  
1. Maximized torque density: 13 Nm/kg (without casing); 6 Nm/kg (with casing) 
2. Improved efficiency: 96.3% 
3. Reduced torque ripple: 2.4% 
Although the proposed machine satisfies all of the research objectives, further analysis of the 
proposed star–delta windings in terms of circulating currents, unbalanced magnetic pull and 
winding loss minimization is required, which will be conducted in the future. 
This chapter presents an overall summary of the research work and contributions presented 
over chapters 1–8 in this dissertation towards developing a novel high–speed PMSM with 
maximized torque density, improved efficiency, reduced torque ripple and extended operating 
range suitable for both traction and integrated charging applications. 
Chapter 1 presented the opportunities and challenges of the current EV market and a 
comprehensive survey of the state–of–the–art traction motors, charging schemes and 
infrastructures available for BEVs. Understanding the technical limitations of high–speed traction 
motors and EVs to be addressed, the research objectives of this dissertation was established. 
In Chapter 2, the traction motor’s output performance target definitions for a typical compact 
electric vehicle (EV) were calculated using vehicle dynamics based analytical equations, details 
of a commercially available Ford Focus EV, existing traction motors, drives and transmission 
systems and comprehensive literature study. Further, based on the existing charging power levels, 
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the motor’s charging targets were determined. Other performance targets such as active motor 
weight, torque density, torque ripple and rated efficiency were fixed based on commercially 
available traction motors and FreedomCar 2020 EV targets. The preliminary structural dimensions 
and certain structural restrictions were calculated using conventional D2L formulation approach, 
practical limitations, previous design experiences and motor design conventions. Thereafter, based 
on the target performances and traction motor requirements, along with the understanding of the 
merits and demerits of existing machine configurations, a baseline machine topology was selected 
for further analysis and improvement. In this thesis, a fractional–slot distributed wound interior 
permanent magnet motor was taken up for analysis. 
Chapter 3 presented a non–dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) based optimal slot–
pole selection for slot–shifted fractional slot wound PMSMs with coil pitch of 2 for reduced space 
harmonics, high torque and reduced torque ripple. Unlike conventional stator slot shifting 
approach of simply using twice the stator slot numbers of the baseline machine, this chapter aims 
to expand the design solution for slot shifted fractional–slot wound machines by analyzing all 
feasible slot–pole combinations. Based on the study, a 39–slot and 16–pole combination was 
selected for the traction motor. 
For the selected slot–pole combination in the previous chapter for a 3–phase machine, Chapter 
4 explored the possibility of implementing novel odd slot numbers with star–delta winding 
configuration towards reduced spatial harmonic content, torque ripple minimization and improved 
torque density. Using winding function theory, appropriate coil and turns distribution among the 
two winding sets of star–delta winding topology was analyzed. A 39–slot, 16–pole interior PMSM 
with the proposed star–delta winding distribution was developed and its superior performance 
characteristics were validated using FEA. It was observed that compared to conventional star–
delta wound machines, with suitable coil distribution, the proposed star–delta windings for odd 
slot numbers produce higher torque density, reduced torque ripple and reduced winding losses. 
Thus, this chapter provides a guideline for selection of suitable slot–pole combinations and coil 
distribution for star–delta winding topologies for various performance targets.  
Chapter 5 demonstrated a novel magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) model incorporating 
effects of machine nonlinearities such as magnetic saturation, temperature rise, and introduction 
of spatial and time harmonic contents for parameter determination of PMSMs. With advent in 
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permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) structure and inverter topologies, accurate 
parameter determination is of significance for high–performance control, analysis and making 
critical decisions on inter–dependent design parameter variations for machine optimization. The 
proposed coupled electromagnetic and thermal model was validated for various operating 
conditions of a fractional–slot distributed wound (FSDW) laboratory PMSM with finite element 
analysis (FEA) and experimental investigations. Based on the analysis, the proposed analytical 
model is implemented in the subsequent chapter to develop an optimal rotor structure for the 
selected stator winding configuration for reduced magnet volume, improved efficiency and 
extended operating range. 
In Chapter 6, a Pareto Ant Colony optimization (ACO) was implemented with the proposed 
analytical model to obtain the optimal rotor structure for the recommended star–delta winding 
configuration. While existing literature is limited to topologies with near sinusoidal rotor magneto 
motive force (MMF) distribution for star–delta winding configuration, in this chapter, an IPMSM 
rotor design with non–sinusoidal rotor MMF was developed. It was observed that while the 39–
slot, 16–pole PMSM with simple v–shaped magnets in the rotor, was capable of producing the 
required torque production, the machine has limited operating range, low torque density and high 
torque ripple. Thus, using the optimization algorithm, spoke barriers were introduced in the rotor 
which resulted in increased reluctance torque, reduced rotor steel and magnet requirements, 
resulting in cost savings and improved torque density. Further, introduction of flux barriers led to 
minimized torque ripple and extended operating range.  
Chapter 7 presented a computationally efficient magnetic equivalent circuit model based 
differential evolutionary algorithm to optimally design and analyze a traction IPMSM with novel 
asymmetrical damper bars for integrated charging capability. The major objectives of optimization 
were set to obtain minimum torque during charging and high electromagnetic torque per unit 
machine losses during traction condition thereby ensuring maximized operating efficiency. It was 
observed that although higher PM volume is required to compensate for traction torque production, 
asymmetrical dampers result in relatively more balanced voltages during charging and hence 
reduced oscillating torques. Based on the analysis and understanding the practical challenges 
associated with using asymmetrical dampers in the machine, a simplistic approach of using the 
proposed 39–slot, 16–pole star–delta wound PMSM for integrated charging application was 
proposed and a comprehensive performance analysis was conducted. It was observed that the 
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machine results in near zero oscillating torque, balanced voltages and significantly low rotor core 
losses during charging operation. Further, considering the advantages obtained during traction 
operation, it can be concluded that the star–delta wound PMSM is well–suited for both charging 
and traction operation. 
In Chapter 8, in order to assess the proposed machine’s traction capability, a drive–cycle 
based analysis was conducted for common drive cycles including urban, highway and worldwide 
lightweight test cycle (WLTC) for a commercially available Ford Focus vehicle. It was observed 
from the motor performance characteristics that the proposed PMSM is capable of satisfying all 
the desired torque–speed points of the urban and highway drive cycles and most of the torque–
speed points of the WLTC drive cycle. Further, the maximum drive cycle energy density efficiency 
of the motor was found to be 97%. Further, considering the comprehensive performance analysis 
conducted in the previous chapters, a prototype of the scaled–down 3–phase fractional–slot star–
delta wound interior permanent magnet motor was developed and validated experimentally. it was 
observed that the developed prototype is capable of delivering the rated torque of 71.12 Nm at 
3,000 rpm with a rated efficiency of 95.55% and a rated torque ripple of about 8.76% thereby 
meeting all the specified research objectives. Subsequently, understanding the capabilities and 
challenges in the developed scaled–down prototype, a full–scale design with traction level ratings 
highlighted in Chapter 2, was developed and analyzed using FEA. With slight increase in the 
machine’s active weight, the machine was capable of meeting the full–scale performance targets 
highlighting the scalability and potential application of the proposed machine topology. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed 39–slot, 16–pole fractional–slot star–delta 
wound interior PMSM: a) Satisfies the set research targets and is suitable for both traction and 
charging application; b) Is worth analyzing for further improvements and can be used for 
commercialization in the future; c) the practical implementation of integrated charging can be 
challenging and required further investigation to design the entire system and analyze the 
performance. 
9.2. Suggested Future Work 
1. Comprehensive two–axis based analytical modeling of star–delta windings: In order to 
capture the detrimental effects of the circulating currents in the delta winding set and 
accurately determine the motor parameters, further investigation of two–axis modeling of 
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star–delta windings is required. Also, very limited literature exists on modeling of such 
winding topologies. 
2. Unbalanced magnetic pull and short–circuit analysis of proposed machine configuration: 
While the proposed topology has significant advantages, further investigations on short–
circuit analysis and unbalanced forces are required to identify its shortcomings. 
3. System level analysis of integrated charging operation using proposed motor: Challenges 
associated with practical implementation of the star–delta winding for integrated charging 
needs to be addressed and system level analysis is required to identify meaningful merits 
and demerits. 
4. Analysis of aluminum windings for further light–weighting of the motor: Due to low turns 
required by high–speed motors, aluminum windings are a potential candidate for such 
traction motors. However, to improve the aluminum wound motor efficiency, analysis of 
bar conductors or form windings is required.  
5. Structural and thermal analysis of the proposed full–scale motor design: While the full–
scale motor design satisfies the electromagnetic requirements, for commercialization, 
comprehensive structural and thermal analysis is required to understand the integrity and 
feasibility of the proposed motor structure. 
6. Futuristic, light–weight materials for motor casing: As seen from Chapter 8, although the 
active weight of the motor is significantly reduced to meet the torque and power density 
targets, the motor casing contributes to almost 47% of the motor weight reducing the torque 
density from 13 to 6 Nm/kg. Thus, further investigations on optimal motor housing design 
and new, light–weight material analysis is required to decrease the machine weight further. 
7. Optimal cooling design: In this thesis, a simple helical cooling system was implemented 
for ease of manufacture. However, with high–speed machines, a good thermal management 
system is of significance. 
8. Comprehensive cost savings analysis of proposed motor compared to commercially 
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